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November’s Formnext show was the platform for numerous product
and technology unveilings. Andrew Allcock has been looking at some

Vices, chucks and robot grippers; Steed Webzell hears how companies
are employing these basic engineering goods
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Manufacturing shocker
Although various governments, including the UK, have issued
statements on what will be allowed on the roads by certain
dates, the car industry itself is in a race where the global
players all want to be first to the post with the very best
electric or hybrid vehicles and so clean up, so to speak.
So, in the UK, the government has said that no new cars or
vans powered solely by a petrol or diesel internal combustion engine (ICE) can be
sold in the UK from 2040.
Car makers’ announcements so far mean that will be easily met. A fully electric
version of the Mini will be built at the Cowley plant in Oxford starting this year;
Volvo has said that all new models will have an electric motor from this year;
models from the VW all-electric ID family will begin rolling off assembly lines from
2022; by 2025, Audi will offer approximately 20 electrified models, about half of
which will have all-electric drive systems; and as soon as 2020,
Mercedes-Benz’s new Factory 56 will start the production of upper and luxury
class cars, and EQ electric, vehicles.
Our cover feature looks at what this means as regards manufacturing at the
big car makers – Mercedes-Benz’s Factory 56, a new-look plant that caters to the
electric age but which also takes in Industry 4.0 technology in parallel, is given
particular attention.
Volkswagen is also reconfiguring plants. Employing more than 660,000
employees all over the world – 290,000 of them in Germany, it said last year that
there will be fewer jobs required in the production of electric vehicles. Although,
this being Germany, a 10-year employment guarantee that excludes compulsory
redundancies until the end of 2028 has been given by the company.
Machine tool companies that are heavily invested in the automotive industry,
particularly on parts for ICEs, know that this move to electric will hit demand.
At 2017’s EMO show, Heller said that “electric powertrains will only require 20%
of the machining capacity of ICE powertrains”. Although Manfred Maier, COO of
the Heller Group, added: “The combustion engine is far from dead. Rather, we
believe that in the near future the mobility concept will comprise a combination of
downsized combustion engines and electric drives.” So, progessive change.
For Germany, which makes cars and their components using machine tools,
cutting tools, workholding and so on sourced within the country (technology that
is also exported to other large auto-making countries like Japan, China and the
USA), the change to car technology will have a major industrial impact as we head
towards 2030 and beyond. ■
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News round-up

Sandvik plant bags prestigious accolade

Hexagon AB has acquired Etalon,
a provider of equipment calibration
solutions. Etalon’s systems
continuously monitor and initiate
the compensation of machine tools,
measuring machines, robots and
structures to ensure the dimensional
accuracy of manufactured parts.

The World Economic Forum has
officially recognised the Sandvik
Coromant production unit in Gimo,
Sweden, as an advanced Industry
4.0 facility. Gimo has been
selected as a “lighthouse” site,
namely one that comprehensively
deploys a wide range of Industry
4.0 technologies at scale, while
keeping humans and sustainability
at the heart of innovation.
Through its announcement, the
World Economic Forum is
acknowledging the strides that the
world’s best manufacturers are
making towards leveraging the
technologies of Industry 4.0 into
modern production. Each
lighthouse facility was selected
from a survey of over 1,000
manufacturing sites, based on their
success in adopting Industry 4.0
technologies and demonstrating
tangible benefits.
According to the World
Economic Forum, the Gimo facility

https://is.gd/ifubov

Hexagon’s Manufacturing
Intelligence division has formed a
Production Software business,
comprising Vero Software, FASys
and Spring Technologies. The move
will sees the three acquisitions
adopt Hexagon’s corporate identity.
Vero Software, a specialist in
CADCAM software, was acquired by
Hexagon in 2014, others later.
https://is.gd/aruhes

Trumpf is acquiring 100% of
Photonics GmbH from Philips,
headquartered in Ulm, Germany.
The move opens up a new market
segment for Trumpf, as laser diodes
from Philips Photonics are used, for
example, in smartphones, digital
data transmission equipment and
sensors for autonomous driving.
https://is.gd/bijimo

Gefertec GmbH and Linde AG have
started a joint research project to
investigate the inﬂuence of
process gas and the oxygen
percentage on 3D printing.
Another partner in the research
project is MT Aerospace AG, which
will perform the mechanical tests of
the produced parts. Gefertec is
represented in the UK by MT
Squared. https://is.gd/odeved

Comau has been named a partner
company of ‘MADE’, the newly
established Milan Competence
Centre for Industry 4.0, which is
being spearheaded by the
Polytechnic of Milan. A
representative of Comau has been
appointed as a member of the
MADE board of directors.
https://is.gd/lanixi

Sheet metalworking CADCAM
specialist Lantek is strengthening
its collaboration with technological
partner Vicomtech to advance the
interactive 3D simulation of heat-

With the opening of a 3D-printing facility at Materials Solutions Ltd in
the UK, Siemens is continuing to drive the industrialisation of additive
manufacturing (AM). The investment of €30 million in the site supports
business growth by doubling the capacity of 3D-printing machines to 50,
and increasing post-processing capabilities. Now, with an entire digital
end-to-end chain, Siemens is solving complex customer challenges by
producing high-end serial parts for Siemens Power and Gas, as well as
customers in the aerospace, automotive, motorsport and other industries.
https://is.gd/etoxan

8

of Sandvik Coromant “has created
a digital thread through its
production processes that has
significantly raised labour
productivity. One example is its
‘touchless changeover’ which
allows design patterns to be
changed automatically, even during
unmanned shifts.”
Nadine Crauwels, president of
Sandvik Coromant, says: “Having
our Gimo production unit listed as
a lighthouse not only demonstrates

affected zones during sheet metal
cutting processes.
https://is.gd/afejav

Dormer Pramet has acquired
Wetmore Tool and Engineering,
a privately-owned US-based
manufacturer of customerspecified HSS and
solid-carbide
cutting tools.

true performance and increased
competitiveness but, just as
important, it shows sustainability at
the heart of innovation.”
❏ The World Economic Forum is
the International Organisation for
Public-Private Cooperation. The
not-for-profit Forum engages the
foremost political, business and
other leaders of society to shape
global, regional and industry
agendas. It was established in
1971. https://is.gd/ifinit

Mills CNC, the exclusive
distributor of Doosan machine
tools in the UK and Ireland, took
orders for 440 new machines during
last year and delivered 431 across
the same period.
https://is.gd/ovizuf

A&M EDM propelled itself
to record sales of £6.1
million in 2018,
a 32 % increase on
https://is.gd/
2017. The company
ciduhe
is attributing the
feat largely to its
Japanese
West Midlands Mayor Andy
large investment of
machine tool
Street, centre with A&M
£750,000 in CNC
builder Mitsui
employees
machinery and
Seiki recently
equipment.
celebrated the 90th
anniversary of its founding
https://is.gd/boquku
with a formal dinner, noteworthy
speakers and first-class
Pryor Marking Technology has
entertainment in the Grand
celebrated a busy and successful
Ballroom of the Mandarin Oriental
2018 that, the company says,
Hotel, Tokyo. Mitsui Seiki is
contributed to the organisation
represented in the UK by 2D CNC
achieving 40% growth over the past
Machinery. https://is.gd/nivuxa
three years.https://is.gd/oribil
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(SME employer) at the Science,
Engineering and Manufacturing
Technologies Alliance (SEMTA)
Skills Awards 2019.

Product pick 10

https://is.gd/uvufik

Some 17 new graphs are available for
display in the latest release (2019 R1)
of Javelin production control software
from Vero. https://is.gd/igikit

TW Ward CNC Machinery has
appointed Rob Carnell as service
manager. https://is.gd/nanoro

Data at a glance from Vero

Tube end-forming
Renishaw has expanded its
network of additive manufacturing
Solutions Centres (above).
Facilities in Barcelona and Turin are
now operational, allowing
companies in Spain and Italy to
access Renishaw’s equipment and
expertise. https://is.gd/fudogu

Matsuura Machinery has appointed
Simon Higgs to the role of southwest
area sales manager. Higgs worked
within the manufacturing industry for
20 years and for the past 11 has
been offering tooling and machine
tool solutions to firms in the
southwest. https://is.gd/biroqu

Renishaw has been collaborating
with University Dental Hospital of
Wales (UDH), Cardiff, to help
overcome some of the challenges
associated with surgical implants,
using additive manufacturing.

Transfluid has completely re-engineered
its T-Form UMR forming machine for
tube ends, which is designed for those
working with either seamless tubes or tubes having longitudinal welding seams.
https://is.gd/xoheya

ANCA iView supports single tool set-up
ANCA’s’s iView now enables single set-up cutting tool manufacture through the
semi-automatic measurement and compensation of profile tools, end-mills and
drills. https://is.gd/tunuya

rollFEED machining module for hyperMILL
The most recent addition to Open Mind’s hyperMILL Mill-Turn Machining module is
the exclusive CAM strategy for the rollFEED Turning method.
https://is.gd/xadowi

https://is.gd/erakuy

Quick-change chuck reduces interoperation time
Protolabs has added Inconel 718
and Maraging Steel 1.2709 to its
growing list of direct metal laser
sintering (DMLS) materials.

Workholding equipment supplier 1st Machine Tool Accessories is advising that a
quick-change chuck has the ability to eliminate a majority of the time wasted when
changing jaws on a conventional chuck, decreasing the delay between the end of
op 1 and the beginning of op 2 by as much as 90%. https://is.gd/oxelol

https://is.gd/xejaca

Mould & die cutter
The first UMC-4+1 5-axis
machining centre has arrived at the
Devon headquarters of XYZ Machine
Tools and is now available for
demonstration.

XYZ Machine Tools has appointed
Trevor Harreld (above) as its new
commercial director. He has been
with the company since the mid1990s. https://is.gd/ujexep

https://is.gd/imuqun

Zeiss has extended its existing
digital solutions offer by launching
the Zeiss Metrology Portal. All
Zeiss services are networked and
connected on the customer portal,
enabling users to access the entire
array with a single log-in.
https://is.gd/averak

Well-known songwriter and record
producer Pete Waterman OBE has
become an honorary member of the
Metalforming Machiney Makers’
Association. https://is.gd/xuzeru
A robotics apprentice from FANUC
UK, Christian Attewell, has been
shortlisted for Apprentice of the Year

www.machinery.co.uk

Laura Morrey, 28, has been
appointed assistant industrial product
manager at Fuchs Lubricants, based in
Stoke-on-Trent, part of the Fuchs
Petrolub SE Group.
https://is.gd/vituyu
A supplier of deburring,
polishing and finishing
machines, Ellesco will
stage a week-long
event at its
Christchurch, Dorset
facility. Beginning on
25 February, the
mini-exhibition will
focus on the Timesavers
range (see also p17).
https://is.gd/ocofoh

@MachineryTweets February 2019

Quickgrind has launched its latest mould and die milling cutter, the newly
developed QCut. This solid-carbide, four-flute end-mill incorporates a variable-flute
design and refined geometry. https://is.gd/uborow

Fuchs coolant is formaldehyde-free
Fuchs Lubricants has introduced a series of formaldehyde-free metalworking oils in
response to changes in labelling legislation. https://is.gd/wefame

Double-column Okuma suits press die work
Okuma, represented in the by NCMT, is releasing its MCR-S (Super) double-column
machining centre, which is particularly suited to the machining of press dies.
https://is.gd/quxohe

ESAB CADCAM software upgraded
ESAB Welding & Cutting Products has upgraded its Columbus III
version 1.6 CADCAM software for mechanised cutting.
https://is.gd/onurap

Auto connecting rod pin bore tool
Mapal has developed a solution for producing the small
connecting pin bore on automotive connecting rods. The tool
(left) is suitable for wet or MQL machining operations on transfer
lines or machining centres. https://is.gd/cawoqu

9

Electric changes
for production
The shift to electric vehicles is driving a number of major automotive OEMs to implement production
plant reconﬁguration plans. Machine tool makers too are responding to this changing market. Steed
Webzell charts the latest developments

W

hile current forecasts fluctuate, general
consensus estimates that the market for
electric-only/hybrid-electric vehicles will
multiply by a factor of at least 10 in the coming
decade. In Europe, where 280,000 electrified vehicles
were manufactured in 2017, there will be 3.5 million in
2025.
The move to electrified vehicles, widely coined as
e-mobility, is driven by both consumer demand (pull)
and European Union car/van decarbonising targets
(push). And in meeting this demand, major automotive
OEMs are taking another look at their assembly plants.
After all, building an electrified vehicle is somewhat
different to building one that uses a conventional
internal combustion engine (ICE). Many have embraced
the challenge, seeing it an opportunity to not only
integrate higher levels of Industry 4.0 technologies and
sustainability initiatives, but one that can maximise
productivity and minimise costs.
Take Volkswagen, for example, where the company’s
current ‘electric offensive’ will see its German plants at
Emden and Hanover become dedicated to electric
vehicles: models from the all-electric VW ID family will
begin rolling off assembly lines there from 2022.
Oliver Blume, the Volkswagen AG board of
management member for group production, says:
“We are aligning the plants to our electrification
strategy and thereby laying the groundwork for

10

expanding our electric fleet and meeting CO2 targets.”
Adds group and general works council chairman Bernd
Osterloh: “The transition to e-mobility is no longer wishful
thinking, it starts right here. However, fewer jobs will result
from the changes. I am aware that is why many
colleagues, particularly in Emden and Hanover, are worried
about the transformation. As employee representatives,
we have taken action: a 10-year employment guarantee
excludes compulsory redundancies until the end of 2028.
We can make adjustments via the demographic curve, so
that no one loses their job.
“The transformation poses enormous challenges for
our workforce and the whole automotive sector,” continues
Osterloh. “Here at Volkswagen, we are shaping this
change from a position of strength and thus sending a
clear message to the entire industry. We are bringing the
future to Germany: electric vehicles, innovative mobility
concepts and the mega trend of autonomous driving are
being built and made real right here in our backyard.”
Volkswagen is in fact investing almost €44 billion on
e-mobility, autonomous driving and new mobility services
and digitalisation in vehicles and plants through to 2023,
a figure that represents almost one-third of its total
expenditure for the period.
The story is similar at Audi, which from 2019 to 2023
will invest approximately €14 billion in e-mobility,
digitalisation and autonomous driving. This figure includes
investments in property, plant and equipment, as well as

February 2019 www.machinery.co.uk
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line workers. RFID will be deployed so that components
and vehicles can be digitally tracked and linked with one
another, while AI, big data analytics and predictive
maintenance strategies will facilitate high transparency
and support in production planning, control and quality
assurance. Apps for workers to manage their shifts are
also part of the mix.
Digital, ﬂexible green – that’s Mercedes Benz’ Factory
56. The company is creating a completely new
infrastructure, the production facility communicates
with its surroundings and vehicles via wiﬁ and 5G
mobile technology. Humans, vehicles and machines are
interconnected. But no system or machine is as ﬂexible
as a human being; automation is used only where it is
practical and economically useful, the company says

R&D expenditure.
“We are taking a very systematic approach to
e-mobility and will be much more focused moving
forwards,” states Bram Schot, temporary chairman of the
board of management at Audi AG. “With models such as
the recently presented Audi e-tron GT all-electric SUV
concept, we want to ‘electrify people’ again for Audi and at
the same time be an agile and efficient company.”
By 2025, Audi will offer approximately 20 electrified
models, about half of which will have all-electric drive
systems. The company’s approved advance expenditure
also reﬂects the scaling-up of e-mobility on the basis of
cross-brand architectures with high group synergies.
To this end, Audi is working with Porsche to develop
“premium architecture electrification (PPE)” for large
electric cars, while the “modular electric drive kit (MEB)”
build platform is being realised together with Volkswagen.
Elsewhere, Mercedes-Benz is betting on its Factory 56
concept, which seeks to implement “digital, ﬂexible and
green” technologies and processes at a newly
constructed production plant where a new way of building
cars will be defined. The cornerstone of the Sindelfingen
plant in Germany has already been laid and construction
is advancing apace. As soon as 2020, Factory 56 will
start the production of upper and luxury class cars, as
well as EQ electric vehicles.
Factory 56 will include man-machine co-operation
and digitally-supported processes such as work
organisation, logistics and quality assurance. The plant
will not only be digitised in line with Industry 4.0, but be
connected to other production units in the company’s
global network. This ‘360-degree linkage’ along the
whole value chain is an essential feature – from
suppliers, through to design, development and production,
to customers.
In the assembly hall at Sindelfingen, driverless
transport systems (DTS) with product baskets will support
logistics and ensure the seamless supply of materials for
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IN AMERICA
Another major carmaker, GM, is also accelerating its
transformation for the future; company resources
allocated to electric and autonomous vehicle programmes
will double in the next two years. “We recognise the need
to stay in front of changing market conditions and
customer preferences to position our company for longterm success,” says GM chairman and CEO Mary Barra.
Jaguar Land Rover (JLR) recently appointed a new
manufacturing chief to transform plants for an electric
future. Grant McPherson has joined the board of
management as executive director, manufacturing. He will
be responsible for more than 20,000 people working
across the company’s UK and global manufacturing
operations and logistics teams. Dr Ralf Speth, CEO at JLR,
says: “Grant will oversee the ongoing investment into our
UK and global manufacturing, transforming our plants to
enable JLR’s electrified future.”
In recent weeks, JLR confirmed it will produce drive
units for electric vehicles at its Wolverhampton engine
plant, with a new battery assembly centre for EVs to be
established at Hams Hall.
So what will manufacturing strategies actually look like
at an automotive plant reconfigured for electric vehicles?
Well, PSA is already some way down the road, announcing
its new modular, multi-energy platforms: the Efficient
Modular Platform 2 (EMP2) and the Common Modular
Platform (CMP). PSA has also begun an assertive
campaign to introduce electrified versions of its vehicles
from 2019. The models made on these two platforms will
be available in internal combustion (petrol and diesel),
electric and hybrid versions, in tune with the transition of
energy deployment. The core
models, essentially city cars

Germany’s Grob
showed this
electric Porsche
at EMO 2017. The
company is
heavily invested
in the internal
combustion
market but
acquired electric
motor winding
machinery expert
DMG Meccanica
in Torino, Italy a
couple of years
back
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LEAD FEATURE REBIRTH OF THE CAR PLANT

More and more
electric cars will
start to be
available.
A production
version of the
Mini Electric is
set for release
this year

from various PSA brands, will be produced utilising CMP.
Starting this year, the platform will also be available in a
variant equipped with a 100% electric powertrain (eCMP).
PSA plans to launch seven new electric vehicles based on
eCMP by 2021.
In addition to petrol and diesel engines, EMP2 will
facilitate the plug-in hybrid petrol-electric vehicle
powertrain (PHEV). By 2021, the Peugeot, Citroën, DS,
Opel and Vauxhall brands are to launch eight new PHEVs.
The platform commenced rollout in December 2018 and
will extend to plants around the world within two years.

SUPPLY CHAIN IMPACT
Electrification impacts the supply chain. Tier 1 supplier
GKN, for example, has opened a UK innovation centre in
Abingdon that will focus on developing state-of-the-art
vehicle technologies and systems, not least electric
drivelines. Central to GKN’s recently announced
partnership with the Panasonic Jaguar Racing Formula E
team, the centre will also lead on delivering new
components and technologies for the I-Type 2 electric
racing car.
Elsewhere, Bharat Forge has opened a facility at MIRA
Technology Park in Nuneaton that will focus on electric
vehicle R&D as the company aims to become a market
leader in electric powertrains.
In light of these developments, nobody is denying that
machine tool suppliers to the automotive sector will be
without impact, some positive, some less so.
Grob (https://is.gd/ecexok), for example, is grasping the
opportunity with both hands, developing completely new
machine and plant technology for the production of
e-mobility components. In addition, as a logical
consequence of the change in drive technology, the
company has implemented a new division and business

line earmarked for the manufacture of machines and
systems that produce electric motors, battery cells, packs
and modules, as well as fuel cells. A development and
application centre for e-mobility technology has been
established by Grob in Mindelheim, Germany.
Heller (https://is.gd/fapeva) stated at its EMO 2017
press conference that the move to electric powertrains will
only require 20% of the machining capacity of ICE
powertrains, but that it expects ICEs to remain its main
field of activity for at least another 10 years.
Further ahead, Heller’s global machining capacity will
be devoted to agricultural and energy equipment
production. Transportation production may grow, but will be
dedicated to aircraft, rail and heavy-duty vehicles, such as
construction equipment and trucks. Machine tool
consumption may increase, just not at its present rate.
The company is also exploring the development of new
business and development technologies, which include
the coating of cylinder bores using Heller CBC techniques,
additive manufacturing processes, solutions aimed at
increasing productivity with the HELLER4Industry suite of
Industry 4.0 modules, together with the use of new
materials for Heller products and in machining.
New partnerships to tackle new areas are also part of
the mix. Automation specialist Comau (https://is.gd/
adapad), for instance, has signed a partnership deal with
AVL to deliver solutions for the electric vehicles market.
The pair will co-operate to develop systems for the
simulation, design, assembly and testing of powertrains
and components. Initial focus will be on assembly
systems and end-of-line testing for automotive batteries.
Elsewhere, press manufacturer Schuler (https://is.gd/
biyido) says that one of its Smartline EV3.8 presses has
already been ordered by Forchheim, Germany-based
Waasner to meet the stricter requirements for producing
motors used in electric cars. Schuler will deliver the
system in the first half of this year, an identical machine is
planned, which will mean that Waasner is well prepared for
the higher demands of e-mobility. ■

Model proliferation
The mainstream adoption of electrified
vehicles is getting ever nearer. And while
Tesla, Nissan and Chinese producer BYD
dominate the current top 10 sales list,
almost all major OEMs are developing
models. Notably, Hyundai Motor UK was
recently named Electric Vehicle Manufacturer
of the Year at the annual GreenFleet Awards
for its Kona Electric and IONIQ Electric
models. Hyundai will launch a total of 18 new
electrified models by 2025, with three new
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fully-electric vehicles by 2022.
A production version of the Mini Electric is
set to be unveiled this year, while at the other
end of the scale, Automobili Pininfarina is to
invest over €20 million in a luxury and
performance electric vehicle range. A
hypercar prototype has already been built.
Another new market entrant in 2019 will
be the all-electric Volkswagen ID. In fact,
VW recently said it can build up to 15 million
electric cars using its new MEB vehicle

platform, and has already proclaimed the
demise of the ICE, stating that its final
generation of vehicles using combustion
engine technology will be developed in 2026.
Of course, LEVC (London EV Company),
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Chinese firm
Geely (owner also of Volvo), has already
released its all-electric TX taxi, which is built
at a £300 million facility near Coventry.
The site has the capacity to build more than
20,000 vehicles per year.
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A change of emphasis
The established norm for DMG Mori’s annual Pfronten, Bavaria, Open House event at the start of every
year is the rolling out of several new machine models. This year the emphasis was different, as Andrew
Allcock found on his recent visit

T

wenty-five innovations and world premieres, that was the
headline statement from CEO of DMG Mori Christian Thönes
during a presentation to the technical press. The world
premieres were two new machine tools, with innovations in other
machines, automation, components, digitalisation and technology/
power cycles unveiled (see later for details in brief). The company also
underlined its established capabilities in automotive and aerospace
machining via two ‘feature walls’. CEO Thönes stressed product quality
and service as top priorities – ‘DMG Mori Customer First 2.0’
promises faster service and fairer prices. At a company level, he said
that DMG Mori (https://is.gd/equmos) is “transforming”, widening its
horizons and perspective, doing new things, not just innovating
machine tools, and adopting a long-term view now.
The £3.361 billion turnover (latest forecast for 2018) JapaneseGerman machine tool builder that boasts a catalogue of some 150
machines had 70 models on show for the 8,000+ event visitors to
peruse. Among these, automation was a strong theme, with 20
machines so fitted. DMG Mori president Dr Masahiko Mori said that by
2025-30 he believes all machine tools will be automated for raw
material input/finished parts output. UK managing director Steve Finn
said that automation is increasingly of interest to the UK. This is
helped by the fact that DMG Mori
Finance has a better
understanding of

automation, factoring in a higher residual value than do banks,
so making it a more viable option, he added.
The company now boasts 50 standard automation options,
introducing two new/upgraded units at the January event. Dr Mori said
the company sold 300 robots last year, with that set to increase.
He highlighted that the company is talking with many major robot
makers and works with Siemens, FANUC and Mitsubishi controls,
so has wide experience and capability with regards to integration.

WHATÕS NEW IN BRIEF

■ New machines – DMP 70 5-axis vertical machining centre.
A replacement for the MillTap 700, it boasts 10% higher material
removal capability, 30% faster machining and is 60% more accurate;
Lasertec Shape 125 surface texturing machine for the production of
geometrically-defined textures, predominantly in mould tools
■ Automation – Robo2Go 2nd Generation lathe loading/unloading
system for CLX and CTX TC models (FANUC and MAPPS controls).
Teaching for a new workpiece takes >5 minutes; PH 400 pallet system
(six, eight or 12) suited to use on DMU 80/90 P duoBLOCK machining
centres (it was shown
with a DMU 85 P model) – the larger
brother to the PH 150 that has seen
100+ installations; the LPP 160 2nd
Generation linear
linear, a flexible, multi-layer
pallet pool system for up to eight
  Automation innovations took
in the Robo2Go 2nd Generation
(right) and PH 400 pallet system
(below)

Two world premiere machines were unveiled, the replacement for the MillTap700
(which boasts some 3,000 installations) the 30-taper, 5-axis simultaneous DMP
70 (X, Y, Z: 700, 420, 380 mm) with WH 3 CELL Heitec automation system and the
Lasertec 125 Shape laser texturing and laser coating machine for high-end mould
tools (X, Y, Z: 1,335, 1,250, 900 mm; 2,000 kg load; table diameter 1,250 mm)
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▼

SUPPLY SIDE DMG MORI PLOTS A BROADER FUTURE

Dr Masahiko Mori (left), DMG Mori president, and CEO
Christian Thönes present an overview of the event. Fewer new
machines this year, but heavy emphasis was placed on
automation, digitalisation and a broadening of scope

▼

All images: Andrew Allcock

machines, 99 pallet and five set-up stations (10 machines
and 199 pallets possible). Its use with the 5-axis portal DMC
210 U was emphasised
■ DMG Mori components – inlineMASTER, speedMASTER
and powerMASTER spindles. Thönes said he wanted to see
spindle manufacturing capability at Pfronten doubled
progressively from 4,000 to 8,000 units (4,000 are also
made in Japan) to support 98% spares availability within
24 hours
■ Digitalisation – CELOS CNC V6.0 apps of: Messenger V3,
Production Cockpit (ISTOS software), Condition Analyzer 1.3,
Screen Connector, Production Planning (ISTOS), Production
Feedback (ISTOS) and Power Probe (Renishaw); plus the IoT
connector for connecting new and existing machines to the
internet, with Net Service installed, allowing for remote
service.
■ Technology cycles – Face Grinding, Gear Broaching,
Polygon Grinding
■ Power cycles – DMG Mori
Technology Library, DMG Mori
Adaptive Machining
(visit the online event page:
https://is.gd/dupilu). ■

DMQP (DMG Mori Qualiﬁed
Products) was stressed
by Thönes, with him
emphasising that there
are currently some 2,400
qualiﬁed third-party items
from 100 partners on the DMQP list. DMQP is part of DMG
Mori’s broadening offer for the 150,000 customers that it has direct contact
with globally. An example is toolTerminal, which was shown transferring tools
into the tool magazine of a DMU 85 P duoBLOCK machining centre
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▲ Existing capability and quality
in the production of moulds/dies and
aerospace parts were underlined
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ABRASIVE MACHINING NEW TARGETS FOR WIDE-BELT PROCESS

For high volume stock removal in
the qualification of plate of billet
material, grinding and milling
now have a competitor process.
Already tested over many years,
Timesavers is now spreading
the word to a larger
audience, targeting
steel processors

W

ide-belt abrasive
finishing machines
are most usually
associated with sheet or plate
material surface finishing or
deburring requirements. But for
many years, Timesavers (Ellesco, https://
is.gd/tixoka), the world leader in wide-belt
abrasive machine technology, has been
supplying machines for high volume stock
removal to tight tolerances to the world’s
titanium producers/suppliers – not that Piet
Kooman, Timesavers’ sales & marketing
director at the Holland-based factory that
makes the machines, is free to name them.
In fact, the machines have been
supplied since 2004 to a variety of
companies that produce/supply “the ums”,
as Kooman puts it – titanium, aluminium,
molybdenum, zirconium etc. But it is steel
material processors and, as far as Ellesco
managing director Vincent Simonis is
concerned, those tackling cast iron that can
also benefit from the technology. And
today’s process can produce both ﬂat and
tapered/inclined surfaces, too.
Timesavers’ machine developments
have been underpinned by the increasing
performance of abrasive belts, for sure, but
a necessary machine material feed
development was required to achieve
required accuracy.
Conveyor belt part movement is fine for
deburring, a system incorporating a
hardened steel roll on the grinding belt is
used for surface finishing, but to get to the
0.050 mm accuracy level, a hydraulicallyfed table system is required. This design
was first applied in 2004 for titanium plate
sizing instead of grinding and roll-fed widebelt grinding, both of which had problems of
dust contamination for the former and
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Disruptive
development
Above: L-R in front of the new showroom 81 Series high stock removal machine are: Ellesco
salesmen Colin Moon & Richard Burnett, with MD Vincent Simonis. The 81 Series can
produce tapers; has belt roll pressure sensing that allows grinding at the ‘sweet spot’ of the
belt – claimed unique; and motor load monitoring that advises of worn belts
Inset: The motor and belt head (left); a coolant curtain prevents build up of dust that can
interfere with the process, were it to fall onto the material & (right) process close-up
surface finish/accuracy for the latter. This
first-of-a-kind machine was developed from
scratch and delivered in 28 weeks and
boasted a table size of 1,600 by 6,000 mm
– the machine is about triple the length of
the table, however. Complementing this
machine development was the introduction
of ceramic and engineered aluminium oxide
belts. Prior to this, silicon carbide belts
were being used for titanium processing on
old-style wide-belt machines, so motor
sizes were smaller and volume of metal
removal rate also lower, with accuracy and
surface finish similarly poorer.
Another problem, that of accumulated
dust removal, had already been solved in
2000 in a case involving high stock removal

@MachineryTweets February 2019

in Inconel sheet. This was achieved via a
curtain of coolant to wash dust off any
vertical surfaces in the belt/motor unit.
Previously, dust would accumulate and fall
onto the passing sheet because coolant
was jetted only to the bottom of the unit
onto the belt – the coolant curtain runs
from the top of the unit. This was a major
development, because operators hated
cleaning machines, advises Kooman, so
they didn’t, with consequent quality issues.
But with more coolant, a means to get rid
of it was required, so channels around the
table were added.
“The machine was not beautiful,”
Kooman admits of this first unit and who
reveals that since 2004 some two dozen
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ABRASIVE MACHINING NEW TARGETS FOR WIDE-BELT PROCESS

machines have been supplied, half for
titanium work, the remainder for other
‘ums’ – some include full automation.
The maximum table width supplied so far
has been 2,400 mm.
Today’s latest design, the 81 Series,
does boast an attractive design, however,
thanks to the company calling in industrial
designers in 2012 and whose efforts saw
Timesavers win a Red Dot design award in
2016 for its 42 Range rotary brush
machines, with this following the winning of
the ‘GIO’ (Good Industrial Design) and
Zeeuwse ‘Emergo’ prizes.
With the new machine and latest abrasive
belts from the likes of 3M and Hermes,
production times versus previous generation
silicon carbide belts and old-style wide belt
machines are slashed massively, belt life
increased and, depending on grit size, fine
surface finishes possible.
The alpha case on titanium of 0.2-0.05
mm thickness can be removed in two to six
passes using Hermes’ Hermesit, at 0.2 and
0.6 mm per pass, depending on whether the
belt is old or new. Hermesit is a ceramic and
abrasive construction with ‘hollow ball’ grits
that demonstrate smoother performance
progression over time.
Typically for titanium, 3 mm must be
removed per side after the alpha case on
thick material (above 5 mm is considered
thick material) – a mandatory requirement
to guarantee perfect material, in fact. This
would take eight hours and probably see
five to six ceramic belts used on a doublebelt hydraulic reciprocating-table machine,
halving the previous 16 hours for a singlebelt similar machine and massively cutting
what went before that when using silicon
carbide belts and old-style wide-belt
conveyor-style machines – it could have
taken days. All the recent machines, three
so far, have been supplied in double-belt
style (the 2.1 by 7.5 m table showroom
machine that Machinery saw has a single
belt, however).
For molybdenum, the improved machine/
belt combination means a 10-hour grinding
process slashed to 25 minutes for sheet
processing, where 0.2/0.3 mm had to be
removed from sheets 1,500 by 1,500 mm.
That single belt machine was sold in 2012.
“But the largest market in the world is
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STONE GRINDING, WIDE-BELT ABRASIVE PROCESSING & MILLING COMPARED

Surface quality
Tolerances
Productivity
Specific energy
Costs

MILLING

BELT GRINDING

WHEEL GRINDING

O
O
++
++
++

++
+
+
++
+

+
++
O
O
+

THE QUALITY POSSIBLE WITH THE DIFFERENT PROCESSES

Flatness (mm)
± 0.02 Thickness (mm)
Parallelism (mm)

MILLING

BELT GRINDING

WHEEL GRINDING

O.2 – 0.5
O.1
0.2 – 0.5

0.02
0.02
0.02

0.02
0.01
O.02

THE SPECIFIC ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF THE PROCESSES –
GRINDING DRAWS HUGE AMOUNTS OF POWER
YIELD
STRENGTH
(MPa)
97
370
480
630
690
750

MATERIAL

MILLING
(kWh/mm3)

BELT
GRINDING
(kWh/mm3)

WHEEL
GRINDING
(kWh/mm3)

Aluminium
Cast iron
Steel (c45)
Stainless steel
Nickel alloy
Titanium

3.8
4.2
68.2
30.0
53.5
62.5

6.0
6.8
9.0
43.3
77.4
90.3

37.5
60.0
5.4
214
375
441

steel,” observes Kooman. So why should
those that are currently milling and grinding
steel consider this process? “The biggest
advantage of our machine is that we cover
the full width of the material in one go –
2.1 m as standard, but up to 2.5 m is
possible. Most of the time, people are
using stone grinders. If they want to
process wider material, either a single
piece or several set side-by-side, it takes
more time [due to wheel width]. We say,
if you have multiple products, you can put
them side by side. If your process time is
half an hour for one part, for us it is half an
hour to do multiples – it’s all the same to
us. If you double the length that is useless;
one part is always thicker than another,
so half the time you grind air.”
Another benefit versus grinding is that to
achieve a high quality surface finish takes a
long time with a stone grinder. If you start

with a 36 grit and want to end up with a
600 grit, changing wheels takes much time,
so a fine grit wheel would be used with
consequent longer grinding times; change
time for a belt is just minutes.
In all of this, Timesavers’ process
knowledge, as regards belt and coolant
selection, together with the various cutting
metrics, is the crowning element – Kooman
closely guards an in-house application
database built up over the years.
Timesavers is the only one in the world that
can offer such depth of wide-belt expertise.
Speaking to the new steel and cast iron
audience, Ellesco’s Simonis says: “Give us
your components and we’ll show you what
we can achieve.” And with challenging
materials already successfully tackled,
confidence is high that benefits are on offer
to those willing to break with the milling
and grinding tradition. ■
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Speeding
metal & plastic AM
$670 million turnover, Israel-headquartered Stratasys has developed a high speed metal 3D printing process,
initially for aluminium. A high speed process for plastic parts is promised. Andrew Allcock has more

I

n introducing Stratasys’ additive
manufacturing (AM) technology
developments at a Formnext press
conference last November, Andy Middleton,
executive vice president, said: “Stratasys
[Laser Lines, https://is.gd/tuzemo] genuinely
believes there is an exciting journey ahead.
Over the past 20 years, we have established
a tremendous foothold in the additive world,
mainly centred around companies’ ability to
digitally create prototypes, influencing time to
market in sectors such as aerospace,
automotive, consumer electronics and so on.
To be able to take this technology and turn it
into one that can be applied for
manufacturing, we believe that in the next
three years there will be significant progress
made.”
And he had news of both metal and plastic
AM processes, but first added that in the next
10-15 years there will be an acceleration in
growth and adoption of additive technologies
in the manufacturing world. Putting the total
addressable manufacturing market at greater
than $13trn in 2016, additive technologies
overall took just $1bn of that. By 2025, those
figures become greater than $17trn and
$45bn (0.3% of the total market), but by
2035 they are greater than $23trn and
$350bn (1.5% of the total market). Looking at
metal alone, a $1.3bn AM share of a $600bn
traditional market in 2017 (0.2%) is predicted

20

to become $12bn in 2028, so suggesting a
2% market share, or almost 10-fold growth.
This uptake will be driven by developments
in five key areas, Middleton offered:
specialised application know-how and ability
to adjust systems and materials to industry
standards; the ability to provide a real costeffective alternative to legacy production
methods; the ability to produce high mix parts
at volumes within the 1000s-100,000s per
year; reliability and reproducibility to increase
availability, performance and quality,
regardless of location; and high utilisation and
short downtime supported by 24/7 service
and data for predictive maintenance. These
are the areas on which Stratasys will focus,
he said.
Fundamentally, the big challenge for
everyone is that direct comparison with
established processes will be made,
he added, with that requiring proof of value
versus established processes and also a
reduction in the effort to adopt AM. Critical in
Stratasys achieving this is the tight linkage
between process, machine and materials,
which the company already possesses with its
established FDM and Polyjet processes, he
stressed. “This is the key to having
successful technologies for manufacturing.”
Stratasys’ new metal process is called
Layered Powder Metallurgy (LPM), while in
plastics he alluded to a forthcoming

development from its joint venture with Xaar
of High Speed Sintering (HSS), adding:
“We will be bringing, in the very near future,
an extremely competitive, economic model for
sintering plastic parts to market.”
Xaar’s established HSS process works by
depositing a fine layer of powder onto the
surface of a powder bed, an inkjet printhead
then selectively prints an infrared (IR)
absorbing fluid directly on to the powder
surface. The entire surface is irradiated with
IR energy, causing only the printed areas to
melt/sinter; the unprinted areas remain as
powder. This process is repeated layer by
layer until the build is complete, unsintered
powder is then removed.
Parts can be produced using a wide range
of polymers, from elastomers to engineeringgrade polyamides. Strength and stiffness are
comparable to other polymer powder-based
approaches, while ductility is often
significantly higher. The process requires no
support structure and features as small as
0.5 mm can be reproduced.
Of LPM, Middleton said: “This technology
has been built from the ground up, which I
and my colleagues at Stratasys believe is
going to change the level of adoption of AM
for metal part manufacturing like no other
technology to date.” Initially it will be for
aluminium parts.
Rafie Grinvald, Stratasys’ director product,
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ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING NEW PROCESSES FOR VOLUME 3D PRINTING

Left: main image is the ﬁrst process
step of dispensing and rolling standard
commodity powder; inset 1 shows the
machine and the operating areas; inset
2 is the compaction stage; inset 3
shows single-pass jetting that deﬁnes
internal/external boundaries; inset 4 is
the dewaxing stage that separates parts
from powder; inset 5 shows fast support
material removal; inset 6 is the ﬁnal
sintering process. Right: a variety of parts
that have been produced via LPM
metal solution, said that currently there are
three major barriers that are preventing true
disruption: high cost of ownership and cost
per part (material is 20x more expensive, for
instance); complex pre- and post-processing
(complex supports required must be machined
off); and slow throughput speed (with bigger
challenges for aluminium).
With LPM for aluminium parts, the
company promises an 80% reduction cost per
part; support removal is minutes not hours;

and throughput is 10x faster. LPM technology
is built on the company’s 20 years of inkjet
printing technology and marries that with
“standard, commodity powder alloys; powder
metallurgy powder used in traditional powder
processes”.
LPM machine process steps are:
dispensing and rolling the powder onto the
machine’s bed (no layer thickness stated);
that layer then moves to a compaction stage
in the machine, producing a thin, dense layer
– key in and the control of shrinkage and
accuracy after sintering, so producing “a very
accurate part after sintering”; finally, this layer
moves to another machine area where singlepass jetting defines part geometry – internal
and external boundaries. A ‘tray’ of parts is
produced, which undergoes cold isostatic
pressing in separate equipment to increase
density up to 99%. ‘Dewaxing’ follows to
remove unjetted support powder, exposing the
parts, which are then sintered in a separate
oven at 600 °C. (LPM process video here:
https://is.gd/hagido.)

“With this technology, we are really going
to unlock the area of production of metal
parts. We are already achieving up to 80%
cost per puts reduction, support structure
removal is achieved in minutes and the
process is 10x faster time to part than any
powder-bed fusion or laser powder melting
technology,” Grinvald underlined.
Details of machine build volume and price
were not given, but first customer use will be
this year. ■

TOOLING BBHÕS OFFER OF PROOF

Proof positive

The opening of the new
Product Proving Centre
saw visitors witness
cutting demonstrations

Brammer Buck & Hickman’s (BBH) innovative new Product Proving Centre in Wolverhampton is now
open to serve ﬁrms looking to test cutting tools, without negatively affecting their own production.
Will Dalrymple visited and has this report

I

nside the centre are two full-time
applications engineers who feed three
Haas machine tools (https://is.gd/
ajenug), an SD20 lathe (210 mm chuck;
806 mm swing), a VF2 Superspeed (762,
406, 508 mm in X, Y and Z) and a MiniMill
(406, 305, 254mm in X, Y and Z). All are
available without charge to new tooling
customers of industrial product distributor
BBH. Other equipment includes an
Autodesk (https://is.gd/litoha) CADCAM seat
(currently using Fusion360) in a glassed-in
office, a Starrett S4230 bandsaw (https://
is.gd/ukapej) for preparing billets, tooling
from Dormer Pramet (https://is.gd/nasihu)
and Walter (https://is.gd/xowamo) (as well
as BBH’s Cutline own-brand range),
workholding from Rohm (https://is.gd/etofut)
and engineering fluids from Fuchs (https://
is.gd/ribizu) and ITW Rocol (https://is.gd/
ofaquy).
All of the suppliers are partners in this
new venture, BBH’s first. Its purpose is to
deepen the distributor’s relationship with
customers by keeping them current,
competitive and profitable through the
latest advances in technology.
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Nigel Banks, managing director of valueadded service and mergers and
acquisitions at Brammer Bick & Hickman,
commented: “Brammer Buck & Hickman is
well known for the provision of industrial
supplies. The investment in our engineering
centres is part of a
wider move towards adding
value to the customer
experience by offering access
to comprehensive services to
support the maintenance and
repair of production
machinery.”
Says Simon Pearson, BBH
head of category for cutting
tools, abrasives, fluids and
metrology, on the need to
offer such a service: “Now,
the cutting tools outperform
the machines; a few years
ago, it was the other way
around.” He adds that
modern tools can be run
faster, take smaller cuts
and last for longer. At the
official launch in November,
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the Haas VF2 was running plunge milling
and slotting demonstrations using Walter
tooling to underline the point.
The centre also functions as a kind of
working showroom. Customers are invited to
visit; their apprentices are allowed to use
machines such as the Mini Mill to train on.
The Haas machines are for sale at
ex-demonstration prices (although
Haas has agreed to replace any
sold unit within 48 hours).
In introducing its side of the
partnership, Haas Automation
director James Leet recalls that
the company has run under the
same ownership since it was
set up in 1991. He continued:
“We have the full
understanding of the UK
market and we’ve scaled the
business immeasurably over
that time. This is actually now
the next step for us. This
pushes it forward again.”
There are many partners
involved in this initiative
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TOOLING BBHÕS OFFER OF PROOF

Haas turning and milling
equipment is predominant

When asked whether Haas would aim to
replicate this arrangement elsewhere, he
said: “No, candidly. Because I think that
would devalue the relationship that we’ve
got here.” He adds that it is the first and
only time it has supplied machines to a
third-party demonstration facility.
Larger workpieces may be sent to
Haas’s Banbury facility, which operates
both large-capacity and sophisticated 5-axis
machining centres whose primary purpose
is supporting the company’s associated F1

racing team. Although the BBH facility in
Wolverhampton does not currently offer
4- or 5-axis machining, the roller shutter
connecting it with the rest of the unit opens
up to 3.2 m high, enabling it to admit a
machine such as the Haas UMC-750 (which
tops out at 2,870 mm high).
In November, Leet said that it was still
too early to gauge the facility’s impact on
sales. But indications have been positive:
“We’ve already introduced each other to the
other’s clients, and that’s worked, that’s

turned into business,” he said.
The Product Proving Centre is built within
the industrial unit of the service centre –
whose main business is gearbox and motor
repair – but is protected by an internal
breezeblock wall and internal vertical roller
shutter. These barriers cut down on the
machines’ noise in the rest of the facility,
provide climate control, and also help
improve security as well as privacy.
Plans are also afoot to build a metrology
area adjacent to the Product Proving
Centre. This would be kitted out with two
CMMs mounted on granite tables for
surface finish and dimensional
measurement, thanks to support from
equipment partners Tesa (https://is.gd/
daguku) and Mitutoyo (https://is.gd/ibeliy).
This facility would be able to verify that cut
parts were made within the specified
tolerance limits. Additional machinery
planned for later in the year, a grinding
machine and Haimer heat-shrink
toolholding, will improve cutting precision,
it is said. ■
The Product Proving Centre is built
within the industrial unit of the service
centre, whose main business is gearbox
and motor repair, but is separated by an
internal breezeblock wall and internal
vertical roller shutter
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AEROSPACE SECTOR GAINING MORE LIFT FROM EFFICIENT PRACTICES

Aerospace blade machining expert
JJ Churchill is working with Starrag to
develop its machined-from-solid blade
manufacturing process.
Inset: JJ Churchill’s head of
engineering, Will McAleese

Maintaining
altitude
In the never-ending quest to both satisfy increased capacity and
realise competitive production, companies in the aerospace sector
are spending on technology to deliver on both of those demands.
Andrew Allcock reports

JJ

Churchill continues to set the bar
in gas turbine blade machining
by building on its success in
machining blades complete from solid in a
single set-up, rather than machining larger
batches of forgings. Working closely with
machine supplier Starrag (https://is.gd/
akakav), JJ Churchill is now developing
specific production processes that look set
to consistently produce world-beating time
and manufacturing benefits through the
implementation of both in-process probing
(prior to machining) and adaptive milling
routines.
Both techniques are expected to deliver
unprecedented savings in overall production
times, as well as improved surface finishes
to eclipse the 0.7/0.8 Ra currently being
achieved by JJ Churchill when using its
Starrag machines’ ‘super finish mode’.
The blade manufacturing specialist has
five Starrag high speed, 5-axis machining
centres, with another on order, and
these latest initiatives are being led by
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JJ Churchill’s head of engineering, Will
McAleese, and his team.
He says: “It is some time now since
we’ve proved that machining blades from
bar has a number of advantages over the
traditional route of machining forgings, not
least the fact that the process negates the
need for relatively large batch sizes – oneoffs to 90-off are feasible, compared to
a minimum batch of, say, 300-off when
oversize (usually by 3 mm) forgings are
used. And the resultant time savings can
be enormous when it is accepted that lead
times for forgings can sometimes be one
year!

BLADE INTEGRITY AS FOR FORGING
“In addition, blade integrity from billet
compares with that from a forging, and
milling from solid means that blade aerofoils
can be held to the same tolerances –
at least 25 microns radially and axially,
as well as on alignment.”
This method of manufacture at the
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company has its roots in 2008, when it
started its association with Starrag UK for
machine supply and with Starrag Switzerland
on the joint development of the process and
programming/cutting parameters for the
machining of double-ended stators.
JJ Churchill’s so-called ‘fast-make’
strategy has since been applied to a number
of contracts among its blue-chip customer
base that includes Tier 1 status companies
such as Rolls-Royce, Siemens and Safran.
But blade machining continues to be
refined, as McAleese explains: “A blade
is conventionally held by clamping on the
machine’s tailstock/driven head and,
rather than machining commencing on the
assumption that the blade is positioned
and held accurately every time – which isn’t
always the case – we’re now probing the
root (using a probe held in the machine’s
tool magazine) to accurately locate its
position.
“Using Starrag’s RCS CAM software,
the machining program then automatically
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L-R: Laurence Foulds, managing director at Middlesex Aerospace
and Jason Butler, general sales manager, Midlands & Southern
Region, at Yamazaki Mazak seal the seven-ﬁgure deal
Inset: Promach 3D founder Matt Fazekas has complemented his
existing Sodick AG600L bought in in 2012 with this AG600L

adjusts to the blade’s true position within
the machine and determines the ‘best
fit’ position of the blade in relation to the
root. This means we can eliminate the
need to measure the blade [by co-ordinate
measuring machine] after machining and,
if necessary, adjust and re-write programs
then undergo a period of post-programming
before we can re-start machining.
“The potential time savings are
extraordinary, if we can ensure this probing
regime is consistently faultless.”

CHALLENGING TASKS SATISFIED
Used by JJ Churchill in conjunction with
Unigraphics CAD (Siemens PLM, https://
is.gd/nadoko), RCS enables programmers
to, for example, create challenging features
such as variable fillet radii – and JJ Churchill
has also developed an in-process ‘polishing’
routine for the Starrag machines where
blades are rough milled to within 2-3 mm of
final form before finish machining followed
by Starrag’s ‘super finish mode’, which sees
blades finished to typically 0.7/0.8 Ra, with
even 0.4 Ra having been achieved.
RCS’s capability for adaptive milling
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is also being put to
work by JJ Churchill on
creating perfect blends on
aerofoils, for both bar and
forged blades – a technique where
Haimer heat-shrink tooling (https://is.gd/
ugivij) and 2 mm diameter ballnose cutters
also play key roles. “Better surface finish is
the result of improving and decreasing the
cutter step-over,” says McAleese, “as well
as creating far less stress on the material
and improved process capability, as well as
extended tool life.”
He adds: “The new processes are
working well, and we are looking to
standardise probing across all our Starrags
(three LX051s, one SX 051B (the LX
051’s predecessor) and a LX151, plus the
additional LX 051 that is currently on order.”
At Middlesex Aerospace, a sevenfigure investment is being made with
long-term machine tool partner Yamazaki
Mazak (https://is.gd/otocah) to support
the continued expansion of the company,
following an extended period of success.
Middlesex Aerospace is one of
Britain’s leading Tier 1 suppliers of critical

components and assemblies to major
OEMs throughout the global aerospace
market. The Basingstoke-based business
currently employs 150 staff, including five
apprentices, and the new investment will
lead to the creation of further roles within
the company’s machining and assembly
department.
The company has worked with Mazak
for over 20 years and its latest investment
comprises two state-of-the-art 5-axis multitasking machines and one horizontal
machining centre, complete with an
expanded tool storage system.
The new equipment, further details of
which are withheld, will not only reinforce
Middlesex Aerospace’s existing in-house
precision machining capabilities, but
the increased capacity of the
new machines will allow the
company to further develop
its offering to customers.
What’s more, the new
machinery will enable the
firm to operate lights-out,
un-manned, 24-hours
a day throughout the
entire week, dramatically
improving production
volumes.
Laurence Foulds, managing
director at Middlesex Aerospace,
comments: “Our latest investment in
machinery is one of the company’s most
significant to date, and will allow us to
support a number of new customers and
programmes as we continue to grow the
business.
“Mazak has been our long-term
machining partner for two decades. The
work we undertake for our customers places
a great demand on our equipment, and we
know that Mazak machine tools – as well
as the company’s applications engineering
team – ensure we are able to deliver the
incredibly high levels of accuracy and
repeatability mandated by the aerospace
sector.”
Derby-based Promach 3D, a leading
subcontractor for high-end markets, has
recently installed its second Sodick wireerosion machine from Sodi-Tech EDM
(https://is.gd/muvegi) to boost capacity and
keep up with customer demand. The new
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Sodick ALC 400G (400 by 300 by 250 mm;
X, Y, Z) has been set to work producing firtree profiles on special tooling for a critical
aerospace application.
Twelve-employee Promach 3D had
installed a Sodick AG600L in 2012 but
needed another to meet an increasing order
book. “We recently introduced an additional
facility in Derby and decided to invest in
a second wire EDM, not just to increase
capacity but to take advantage of the latest
technology,” explains founder Matt Fazekas.
“Our existing wire EDM is six years old
and technology has moved on. Although
we looked at the whole market, due to the
reliability and functionality of our AG600L we
returned to Sodi-Tech EDM. The ALC 400G
was the right machine for our requirements,

largely thanks to its versatility and high
specification. As a subcontract business,
we never know what will come through the
door tomorrow, so we have to be prepared
and continue to offer high-end solutions.”

CONFIDENT UNMANNED RUNNING
The company is currently processing batches
of 150-off for three types of root holder, with
more variants set to follow. Says Fazekas:
“We designed a fixture to EDM 20 root
holders at a time on our new Sodick ALC
400G, typically running lights-out over a 12hour cycle time. The AWT [automatic wire
threading] technology of the Sodick machine
is excellent, which means we can leave it to
run assured of its reliability. If we need to
run the machine over a longer unattended

period, we can use the Sodick Jumbo wire
feeder for a full weekend’s worth. To be
honest, once set up and programmed, the
machine just looks after itself, working
quietly in the background. Also worth a
mention is that the cutting speed of our new
Sodick is faster than our six-year-old wire
EDM, probably by at least 10%.”
He concludes: “We seem to be picking up
more and more work, which is encouraging
as we have seldom touted for business
since forming 14 years ago. Our growth has
been pretty consistent in the years since the
financial crisis ended in 2010. In fact last
year we reached £1 million turnover for the
first time, which is a nice milestone, and
one that prompted us to invest in additional
machinery and people.” ■

Electric developments
demand organisation
With its in-depth expertise of electric propulsion, Electroflight
has been chosen to support Rolls-Royce in developing all-electric
propulsion for aircraft applications as part of the Accelerating
the Electrification of Flight (ACCEL) programme.
Electroflight’s expertise is in developing high powered pure
electric power for use in aviation. The key challenges being
addressed are range and weight issues so the current focus is on
battery power/density, battery management systems and cooling.
The ultimate target is to create a complete high powered battery
system that has both high discharge and high recharge
capabilities.
“We have seen battery technology in cars develop quickly, but
transferring this technology to aircraft will be a major step forward,”
says Electroflight’s founding partner Roger Targett. “While power-toweight issues are crucial to the success of this project, as always
within aviation safety has to be paramount, if a battery overheats in
a car, you can simply pull over, that isn’t an option in an aircraft,
so we have put together a team with vast experience in battery
technology from a wide range of high technology industries.”
To ensure that the entire process is totally organised,
Electroflight turned to System Store Solutions (https://is.gd/kisuqu)
to provide workshop kit, including storage and workbenches.
“We now know that everything has a place and there is a place for
everything,” says Targett. “Working with the partners that we have,
we needed to present a professional image and, at the same time,
provide robust working spaces for the team. System Store Solutions
worked within our budget to provide the solutions we needed, with
everything going to plan from quote to installation.”
The cabinets installed at Electroflight are the new Master series
from Fami, for which System Store Solutions is the long-standing UK
distributor. “The Fami Master series was designed along the brief of
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re-inventing
industrial cabinets, which has been achieved
with innovations such as the variable drawer opening to provide
safe operation, depending on the weight stored in the drawer.
Security has also been addressed with the option of conventional
cylinder locks or digital access. The latter allows control over who
can access which drawers in each storage cabinet,” says David
Price, managing director, System Store Solutions. “With the Fami
Master series, customers also have many more personalisation
options, from the type of opening (door/drawer) individual colour
coding and labelling making organisation of the workplace so much
more straightforward.”
With the workshops in place, Electroflight can move forward with
the initial concept for electric flight with what will be a purely
technology-driven demonstrator. However, plans to take things
further are already developing. “There are lots of options for this
technology, one being electric air racing, the Formula E of the skies
if you will,” adds Targett. “There is also great potential to open up
other commercial opportunities and migrate the battery pack
technology we are developing to other transportation sectors.”
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TURNING INVESTMENTS BRING YEAR-ROUND BENEFITS

Cheshire Seals &
Components says its
Harrison Alpha 1550XS
manual/CNC lathe is
earning its keep

Doing
the rounds
Cheshire Seals selects Harrison Alpha; bagpipe chanter maker boosts capability with ProTurn lathe;
Plastic Turned Parts opts for Citizen; AD Engineering favours Muratec. Steed Webzell has more

C

heshire Seals & Components Ltd
(Cheshire Seals), based in Warrington,
has recently extended its workshop
capacity with a new Harrison Alpha 1550XS
manual/CNC lathe from Colchester Machine
Tool Solutions (https://is.gd/xomase). The
company’s managing director, Paul Wallace,
says: “We had an existing Colchester centre
lathe, which had been very useful to us, but
needed the extra machining flexibility that the
Alpha could bring. We bought plenty of extra
kit for the Alpha and, from day one, it’s been
put through its paces. The machine is
performing well and is certainly earning its
money.”
Cheshire Seals is a family-run, independent
manufacturer of machined parts in a variety of
materials, ranging from aluminium to
zirconium, taking in duplex stainless steels
and nickel alloys, plus many exotic metals,
through to plastics and rubbers for seal
manufacture.
Adds Wallace: “We looked at other CNC
machines but felt that the flexibility of the
Alpha lathe and its various modes of
operation were strong factors in our decision.
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We find that the machine torque is excellent
for cutting harder materials, while the use of
ISO programming and the eight-station turret
has helped reduce throughput times.”
The 2 m between-centres Harrison Alpha
1550XS has a swing over bed of 554 mm and
a 104 mm spindle bore. A 15 kW motor
allows spindle speeds up to 2,000 rpm.
The right machine specification for the
application is clearly vital, no matter how
obscure. So how about machining parts for
bagpipes? Well, a ProTurn lathe from XYZ
Machine Tools (https://is.gd/kufaha) is
proving it can hit the right notes at Maverick
Ltd, based in Glasgow.

MUSICAL MANUFACTURING
As the only manufacturer of coloured
chanters, as the business end of a bagpipe is
called, Maverick’s sales both in the home
market and overseas have quickly developed
since the company was established in 2014.
With the increase in business, it became
obvious that further investment would be
necessary to keep up with demand, a notion
which saw the recent arrival of an XYZ SLX

1630 ProTurn lathe.
The immediate impact of the SLX lathe
was that much of the company’s
subcontracted work could be brought back inhouse, with lead times now virtually
non-existent for machined parts. In addition,
Maverick’s founder, Geordie Hunter, was able
to expand further by taking on his first
employee to help with some of the initial
manufacturing processes, such as blocking
out the laminate for turning.
“One major advantage of the XYZ SLX lathe
is the time it gives back to me; it is the
equivalent of having another full-time member
of staff, but at half the cost,” says Hunter.
“Without the SLX lathe, I couldn’t have
developed the business in the way I have. The
subcontract turning that we are now taking on
is growing to such an extent that it almost
matches the turnover from the chanter work,
which is great from a business sense, as we
are no longer reliant on a single market.”
Another case of carefully matching the
machine to the application can be seen at the
Hertfordshire facility of Plastic Turned Parts.
The recent arrival of two sliding-head lathes
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from Citizen (https://is.gd/sileﬁ) means that
the company’s total investment in 2018
exceeded £400,000.
The two machines, a Citizen L20 with its
LFV technology and a Citizen B16E slidinghead lathe, bring the total number of CNC
lathes to 11, all of which are used solely for
machining a range of plastic materials. Plastic
Turned Parts fills the volume niche where
injection moulding is not viable, due to time
and/or cost restraints, or where the plastic
material is simply not capable of being
moulded.
“Everything we machine here is plastic and
we are able to achieve much greater
dimensional accuracy, with no concerns over
shrinkage,” says Jonathan Newis, managing
director. “Three of our Citizen machines have
LFV technology, which is ideal for machining
plastics, as swarf can be controlled precisely.”
Of course, new investment is often only
possible with the aid of a loan, which was the
case recently at the Sittingbourne facility of
AD Engineering, where a five-figure funding
injection from NatWest has seen the company
invest in a Muratec MT100i/T2 twin-spindle
turning centre to manufacture essential
metalwork components that form part of wider

Maverick’s SLX lathe from XYZ
Machine Tools means much of
the company’s subcontracted work
has been brought back in-house,
with lead times now virtually
non-existent for machined parts

engineering structures. Investment in the CNC
machine will enable AD Engineering to meet
existing client demands, and help the
business operate more effectively and
efficiently. Muratec machines are available in
the UK from Matsuura (https://is.gd/voxovu).
Founded in 1993, AD Engineering
specialises in precision, multi-axis CNC
machining for the subsea, aerospace, space

and transport sectors. Under the stewardship
of owner and managing director Carlos
Forlese, the business has plans to expand its
workforce to meet increasing demand for
international orders.
“Agility has been key to the success of our
business, and regular investment in the latest
CNC technologies helps ensure we stay ahead
of the game,” he says. ■

Latest turning product news in brief
■ NTK has introduced a complete line of
broaching tools for processing hexagonal
holes in turned parts. The Shaper Duo
addition to the company’s Stick Duo product
line has been developed to machine
hexagonal, square and hexalobular forms.
Based on solid carbide, PVD-coated tool
inserts, the benefits of Shaper Duo over
commonly used broaching tools include
improved cycle times and the flexibility to
produce a complete range of hexagon sizes
with a single tool. https://is.gd/elipug

■ German lathe manufacturer Index has
introduced a turn-mill centre, the G420,
capable of producing large components in
one hit within a compact footprint of 15 m2.
Availability in the UK is through sole agent
Kingsbury. Workpieces up to 1.6 m long can
be machined from bar up to 102 mm in
diameter, while the chuck diameter is 315
mm (optionally 400 mm). The G420 features
a 26 kW/12,000 rpm milling spindle moving
in the X, Y, Z and B axes at the top of a
vertical bed. https://is.gd/aziron

■ Open Mind’s hyperMILL mill-turn machining
module now features an exclusive CAM
strategy for the rollFEED turning method from
cutting tool manufacturer Vandurit. The
rollFEED drive unit from Vandurit makes 3-axis
turning operations possible for turning
machines that do not have a third axis.
Thanks to close co-operation between CAM
supplier and tool maker, hyperMILL rollFEED
turning strategy is adapted to the three
rollFEED turning components: inserts, tooling
system and drive unit. https://is.gd/rabapa

■ Okuma’s latest two-saddle lathe – the
LU7000 EX – which is being launched in the
UK by agent NCMT, is equipped with a high
power spindle and allows for the turning of
large workpieces. Providing a variety of
features and modifications, the 4-axis lathe
can be customised in accordance with end
users’ individual requirements, making it
suitable for a multitude of applications.
https://is.gd/uqusaj

■ From accepting and programming any
CAD file to dynamic roughing and precision
finishing, Mastercam 2019 Lathe from CNC
Software provides a variety of techniques
to turn parts as required. Available in the
UK from 4D Engineering, Mastercam 2019
Lathe features a newly developed tool
designer, turn-mill environments and
multiple plunge functionality.
https://is.gd/emotoc

■ TaeguTec has extended its tooling line for
small turning centres with the launch of
ChaseMill AXCT 06-L inserts and toolholders.
With the continuing trend toward miniature
product machining for sectors such as
medical and electronics, ChaseMill AXCT 06-L
is specifically for this type of work. The insert
line has been designed with a high positive
rake angle that is optimally designed to
reduce cutting resistance. https://is.gd/qisuru
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ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING GATHERING PACE IN METAL & PLASTIC

Innovation
on show

3D Systems’ DMP Flex 350 and
DMP Factory 350 metal AM platforms
are said to be for robust, repeatable
24/7 metal part production

Last November’s Formnext show was the platform for numerous product and technology
unveilings, the swell of developments adding yet more impetus to this fast-moving area.
Andrew Allcock gathers together some of the more relevant ones

H

eld in Frankfurt am Main from 13-16
November last year, Formnext 2018
“set new records at several levels
and contributed to the dynamics of the
entire industry with numerous world
premieres”, the organiser reports. With 632
exhibitors, the event drew almost 27,000
visitors, a 25% increase on the previous
year, clearly demonstrating increasing
interest in the additive manufacturing (AM)
technology arena. Machines suited to serial
production were a key focus of many
developments, but complementing this were
material and software unvelings.
Machinery already revealed HP’s latest
metal AM development in October last year
(page 10 or online PDF at https://is.gd/
icusil). The company (https://is.gd/fuyeko)
introduced a binder-jet technology system
that, at the time, was said to be 50 times
more productive than existing binder-jet or
laser melting processors. It is also aimed at
the stainless steel market and high volume
manufacturing of up to 50,000 parts
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competitively versus metal injection
moulding, casting or pressing. GKN, the
world’s largest supplier of metal sintered
parts, and Volkswagen, which makes 40,000
cars every day, are both adopters of the
technology.
In our last issue (p30 or online PDF at
https://is.gd/icusil), it was XJet’s liquid metal
process that we covered; it is available in
the UK now through Carfulan Group’s XJ3D
operation (https://is.gd/ehinis). XJet units
operate in similar fashion to an inkjet printer
but employ a suspension liquid that contains
nano-size metal or ceramic particles plus
support material particles (Nano Particle
Jetting – NPJ). Small, detailed, high accuracy,
complex geometry parts in manufacturing
volumes, often with customisation, are the
process’s forte.
The latest development from Stratasys
(Laser Lines, https://is.gd/tuzemo) is covered
in detail on p20 of this issue. On the metal
front this takes in Stratasys’ new metal
process called Layered Powder Metallurgy

(LPM). Stratasys executive vice president
Andy Middleton says this technology “is
going to change the level of adoption of AM
for metal part manufacturing like no other
technology to date”. There is also a new
plastics AM process.
These innovations were present at
Formnext and, since we have already
covered these developments, we will move
on to others. 3D Systems (HK3D Solution,
https://is.gd/tucuqu), the originator of 3D
printing with a 30-year history, unveiled its
the DMP Flex 350 and DMP Factory 350
metal AM platforms. Both are said to be for
robust, repeatable 24/7 metal part
production for R&D, application development
and production use – both have a 275 by
275 by 380 mm work envelopes.
Successor to 3D Systems’ ProX DMP 320
metal 3D printer, the DMP Flex 350 enables
more efficient production of very dense, pure
metal parts and includes improved gas flow
technology for improved uniform part quality
across the entire build area. It also boasts
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15% better productivity.
The DMP Factory 350 combines the
same features and advantages of the DMP
Flex 350 with integrated powder
management – the DMP Flex 350 can be
field-upgraded to the DMP Factory 350,
in fact.
Both machines offer heavily reduced
argon gas consumption and
best-in-class oxygen purity
(<25 ppm), resulting in
exceptionally strong
parts of high
chemical purity, and
both feature DMP
Monitoring, a
process monitoring
and nondestructive quality
control system.
Programming is via
3DXpert, described
as “the industry’s most
powerful tool to prepare
and optimise part data
quickly, enabling rapid design for
metal additive manufacturing to shorten
production time and increase part
precision”.
In addition, the company introduced a
new aluminium alloy material – LaserForm
AISiMg0.6(A) – designed to produce strong,
lightweight, parts without the need for
casting.
EOS (https://is.gd/wicoci) had both metal
and plastic AM developments to show. On
the metal side the company highlighted a
complete process chain centred around its
four-laser M300-4 system (400-1,000 W).
This has a 300 by 300 by 400 mm envelope
and was launched at Chicago’s IMTS in
September last year. Intended to support
industrial production, it is described as
automation-ready, future-proofed,
configurable, scalable and secure. The
system is compatible with EOS shared
modules, meaning manual or automated
peripherals plus transport units support
several EOS units. The system offers up to
10 times higher productivity while
manufacturing parts to industrial-grade
quality, the company claims.
It further underlined the process chain of
design, AM build process and quality
assurance. Amphyon software from Additive
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Left & above: EOS’ LaserProFusion technology employs
up to one million diode lasers. An alternative to plastic
injection moulding, the company suggests
Works simulates
part production,
highlighting and
optimising problem
areas at an early stage.
This is complemented by the
intuitive, open and productive CAM tool
Eosprint 2, whose algorithms can be
integrated directly into leading CAD systems,
allowing an uninterrupted and associatively
linked workflow in a consistent software
environment, EOS says.
On the quality assurance side, the
Eostate Monitoring-Suite for real-time
monitoring of the AM build processes
includes four different monitoring modules
(System and Laser, PowderBed, MeltPool,
and Exposure OT) that capture production
and quality-related data.

INJECTION MOULDING
On the plastic AM side, there was an
innovation: LaserProFusion technology.
Instead of a laser sintering process using a
single CO2-laser moving across the entire
build area, this employs up to one million
lasers – diode lasers. These can achieve a
maximum total output of up to 5 kW.
For each build layer, only the diode lasers
that match the CAD data of the part are
activated – right down to the exact pixel.
This technology significantly shortens
exposure times, regardless of the number of
parts and their geometry. LaserProFusion
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can serve as an injection moulding
alternative for many applications, says EOS.
Asserts Dr Tobias Abeln, chief technical
officer at EOS: “With the LaserProFusion
technology, we are achieving a new level of
productivity in polymer industrial 3D printing
for serial manufacturing. It is a technology
that can be an alternative to injection
moulding in many applications, allowing for
tool-free injection moulding. This will make
industrial 3D printing attractive for a
completely new market in the future.” This is
following on the heels of HP’s Multi Jet
Fusion technology (see Machinery July 2018,
p10 or the online digital issue: https://is.gd/
icusil) and Stratasys’ plastic AM
development (p20 this issue).
And finally, the company introduced
Technology Readiness Level numbering for
both metals and polymers, which, it says,
will provide additional clarity on the maturity
of materials and processes.
Like EOS, the UK’s Renishaw (https://
is.gd/erojup) was highlighting its four-laser
machine, the RenAM 500Q, but paid
particular attention to the maintenance of
part quality, as regards the interaction of
lasers. Research on this reveals that
multiple lasers deliver best consistency
when the beams are close together. “A year
on from the launch of the RenAM 500Q,
Renishaw has gained vital experience in
productive AM,” explained Robin Weston,
marketing manager of Renishaw’s Additive
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Shaking AM powder out of finished parts is Solukon’s area of expertise, supported by
Siemens software and algorithms, as demonstrated at Formnext
Manufacturing Products Division. “By
conducting extensive research into the
factors that influence build quality, Renishaw
has been able to derive rules for laser
assignment that enable high-integrity
components to be built in a productive and
flexible way.”
Software was also part of the company’s
stand offer, with its QuantAM build
preparation software with new multi-laser
assignment functionality demonstrated
alongside existing High Temperature Build
Volume software (enables manufacturers to
build components from materials that are
not currently feasible) and also existing
hardware option Reduced Build Volume
(designed for users who wish to easily
change between materials for the purpose of
materials development and
experimentation).
Software expert Siemens (https://is.gd/
efuwem) worked with EOS AM technology to
demonstrate an automated support
structure removal process using a CNC
milling machine. A digital twin of the finished
3D-printed components, including the
support structures, is used as the basis for
numerical control program generation.
And ahead of that post-AM build process,
it also showed automated removal of metal
powder from complex parts having internal
channels and cavities. This was achieved
using the SFM-AT800S machine from
Solukon – Siemens is developing intelligent
algorithms that will determine the optimal
de-powdering path and automate
programming of the machine.
Preceding the AM process, Siemens’
Digital Enterprise portfolio “is the only
solution capable of depicting the entire
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digital process chain in a single integrated
and associated software environment, using
a standardised user interface for machine
builders and users”, it was claimed.
“A single, integrated system houses the
tools required for development, simulation,
production preparation and 3D printing, with
significant enhancements over the past 12
months. This eliminates the need for errorprone data conversion with all the
associated possible loss of information,”
explained Dr Karsten Heuser, vice president
Additive Manufacturing, Center of
Competence Digital Factory at Siemens AG.
“Using this approach, we’re able to help
machine builders and users transition from
prototype and small-series production using
single AM machines, to fully industrialised
series production.”
Siemens also unveiled Simcenter 3D
additive manufacturing build process
simulation, a new integrated software
solution that simulates the powder-based
laser application process to enable ‘first
time right’ prints. The new solution predicts
deformation, overheating and other defects
that could occur during the printing process,
and automatically generates the corrected
geometry to compensate for distortion and
defects. This minimises trial and error,
allowing products to be manufactured right
first time at production scale.
Finally, Siemens’ Additive Manufacturing
Network (AMN) is the next step towards the
company’s vision to reduce the overall
adoption risk of AM and accelerate the
delivery of innovative product designs. AMN
creates an online and collaborative platform,
designed to bring on-demand design and
engineering knowledge and production

capacity for industrial 3D printing to the
global manufacturing industry. The network
connects qualified members to enable
innovation of new products using the latest
software tools, 3D-printing technologies and
materials for AM.
Staying with software and SLM Solutions
launched the customisable software solution
Additive.Designer. This assists users in the
placement and positioning of components in
the work space and makes it possible to
design the alignment according to criteria
such as surface quality, thermal stresses, or
with regard to the minimisation of support
structures. This leads to significant material
and cost savings, and to a significant
increase in the quality of the manufactured
components, the company says. Intelligent
component orientation using heat maps
enables even inexperienced users to
optimally position components.

HIGH-STRENGTH MATERIALS
Elsewhere in brief, Trumpf (https://is.gd/
uviboq) offered a breakthrough for mould and
die specialists. Preheating a TruPrint 5000’s
envelope to 500 °C allows for the printing of
high-strength tool steel without cracks, while
a green laser in the 3D printer processes
copper and precious metals, so new
applications in tool and mould making,
medical devices and the jewellery industry
can be supported.
GE Additive’s Concept Laser (ES
Technology, https://is.gd/oticiz) said that its
M Line Factory systems for production
volumes will be delivered to customers in Q2
this year. They were launched at Forrmnext
2016 but have undergone testing, which has
seen the build volume increased to 500 by
500 by 400 mm. The platform comprises a
laser process station and the material
handling station. The former can feature four
lasers of either 400 or 1,000 W and has
three independent modules: powder, build
and overflow.
And sand binder-jet AM expert Voxeljet
(https://is.gd/ekuriw) launched its new
VX1000-S IOB printing system for serial
production of sand cores for aluminium
casting. Water jacket cores are used, for
example, for temperature management
duties in internal combustion engines,
electric motors, inverters and battery
systems. ■
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WATERJET CUTTING HEADING IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION

Multiple cutting heads
on Wardjet machines
help lower cost per part

Multiple heads
better than one
When it comes to waterjet cutting, adding extra heads to a machine’s gantry can pay impressive
dividends, as Steed Webzell discovers

I

n the world of waterjet cutting, there are
many accessories available that can help
boost efficiency, productivity and
throughput. According to Wardjet, which in
2018 was acquired by Canadian CNC router
and CNC knife expert AXYZ International,
one of the most popular aftermarket options
is the addition of multiple cutting heads to a
machine’s gantry. Depending on the
application, this move can streamline the
manufacturing process, lower costs and
increase overall profitability. Wardjet
machines are available in the UK via AXYZ
Automation (https://is.gd/tulapo).
Employing multiple heads means several
parts can be cut at the same time, of
course. In addition, usage of the cutting
envelope is maximised, while the potential
also exists to simultaneously cut multiple
full size sheets without stacking. All of these
factors point to the same outcomes:
decreased cutting time and reduced cost per
part.
It is important to keep in mind that
cutting with multiple heads will increase
variable costs at a near 1:1 ratio, reports
Wardjet. Doubling the number of cutting
heads on a waterjet will in turn double the
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consumption of abrasive, nozzles and
orifices. However, this variable cost increase
is offset with a notable decrease in fixed
costs per part. Fixed costs (operator,
depreciation, interest, overheads) can be
spread across the increased amount of
components produced per day, lowering total
cost per part and expanding overall machine
profitability.

HALF AND HALF APPROACH
So, when is it prudent to look at using
multiple cutting heads? Well, if the
production process consists of repeatedly
cutting identical parts with little to no
variation between runs, multiple cutting
heads can lead to major cost savings. Total
cut time is reduced with every cutting head
added to the gantry. If the distance between
parts remains consistent throughout the
entirety of the cut, an adjustable spreader
bar can be used to mount the cutting heads
to the gantry so that the distance between
the heads is locked in place.
For those who routinely find themselves
cutting symmetrical parts, adding a second
cutting head may be extremely beneficial.
Waterjet machines equipped with two
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independently-driven cutting heads are
capable of performing a technique called
mirror cutting. This is where the heads share
the same Y movement, while cutting in
opposite directions on the X axis. By cutting
two halves of the workpiece at once, total
cut time can be reduced significantly, says
Wardjet.
There are a number of unique
applications that can benefit from multiple
cutting heads, some examples being:
trimming the excess off either side of the
material; cutting rolls of material into strips;
applications that require both abrasive and
water-only cutting; and cutting numerous
holes or repetitive shapes.
Among recent takers of a waterjet
machine with more than one cutting head is
Hobbs Precision Engineering, which was
founded as a subcontract machining
business primarily to serve the production of
components for Hobbs Valve. At the
Caerphilly facility of Hobbs Precision
Engineering, a recent arrival is an Optima
320 twin-head waterjet machine with 3 by
2 m capacity from Kerf Developments
(https://is.gd/humoze).
With three variants in the valve range that
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The Kerf Optima 320
at Hobbs Precision
Engineering features
two cutting heads

include lugged valves, double block and
bleed valves, plus cryogenic valves, Hobbs
Valve manufactures, assembles and
supplies more than 3,000 of its patented
triple offset butterfly valves every year.
Comprising over 40 machined parts per
valve and hundreds of variants, the machine
shop has reduced average lead-times from
12 to four weeks since it was founded. The
Optima 320 twin-head waterjet has further
reduced these lead times.
Fast turnaround times on niche market
valves has led to new orders at Hobbs, with
high profile customers today including Shell,
BP, Ineos, BNFL ConocoPhillips, ExxonMobil,
Maersk, Amec and Total, to list but a few.
Revealing why the company opted for a
waterjet machine, Hobbs Precision
Engineering’s machine shop manager Craig
Llywellyn explains: “We identified that we
could produce over 1,500 clamp ring parts

in-house every year, something that would
reduce our subcontract reliance, valve unit
costs and improve overall production
scheduling and lead-times – and waterjet
was the only feasible option. Laser or
plasma cutting would introduce heat, which
would impact component properties and
conformity. We investigated the options and
the Kerf Optima 320 offered the best build
quality, software, productivity and value for
our business.”
The clamp ring components are
manufactured from aluminium bronze and a
range of stainless steels that vary from 316
to super duplex, with dimensions from 50 to
1,200 mm diameter, in thicknesses from
4 to 12 mm.
“By bringing the production of clamp ring
parts in-house, we have reduced our
subcontracting costs by over £30,000 per
year,” highlights Llywellyn. “Furthermore, we

have gained greater control over our
processes and quality, while reducing the
lead-time for these parts from four weeks to
just one day. Triple offset butterfly valves are
bespoke products that are not manufactured
in volume, so the ability to stock material
and produce clamp rings when required
gives us the flexibility and reaction time
required for components that are produced
in quantities from 1- to 10-off.”
Hobbs Precision Engineering has also
applied the machine to the production of
end plates for the butterfly valves, a move
that, the company reveals, has reduced
subcontracting costs by an additional
£20,000 per annum.
“We are achieving all this and the
machine still has a long way to go before
reaching capacity,” concludes Llywellyn. “We
are now looking at other Hobbs Valve
components that can be cut on the waterjet
to provide further savings. Beyond that, we
are also selling waterjet capacity to create
an additional profit centre for our business.
The Optima 320 is an extremely flexible
machine that is capable of cutting materials
up to 125 mm thick. Furthermore, it is not
limited to the steel and aluminium bronze
that we’ve been cutting; it is capable of
processing just about any material within its
dimensional capacity.” ■

Latest waterjet product news in brief
■ Omax has released ProtoMAX, a compact, self-contained waterjet
cutting system suited to the prototyping and low volume cutting of
almost any material up to 25 mm thick. The machine is aimed at
small job shops, engineering classrooms and personal users, bringing
together the versatility benefits of large abrasive waterjet cutters in an
economic package. Aquajet (https://is.gd/bokuva) is the UK agent.
■ CNC specialist NUM (https://is.gd/nehiwe) has helped US
waterjet machine specialist Koike Aronson to develop a precision
5-axis bevel head for its products. The cutting head is specifically
designed to combine ultra-fast movement with precision positioning
capabilities, and is available with pumps up to 60,000 psi (4,137
bar) capacity. Based on NUM’s Flexium+ 68 CNC platform, Koike’s
5-axis bevel head is said to introduce a high level of cutting
performance. The overall system offers linear accuracy of
±0.076 mm and repeatability of 0.025 mm.
■ Rainford Precision Machines (https://is.gd/ipoteh) has recently
introduced the Finepart WMC500 II micro-abrasive waterjet.
Manufactured in Sweden, the Finepart WMC500 II has been
designed to solve a range of issues when cutting common
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aerospace materials such as CFRP, aluminium alloys and titanium,
along with ceramics and glass. What differentiates the machine is
the micro-fine jet of just 0.2 mm, its positional accuracy of
±2.5 micron, repeatability of ±2 micron and adjustable jet pressure
from 500 to 4,000 bar.
■ Hypertherm (https://is.gd/hudoya) has released HyPrecision
Predictive, said to be the industry’s first predictive maintenance
waterjet pump. Features such as a colour-coded junction box,
electrical cable harnesses, quick-disconnect fittings and an easy
access bleed-down valve all make maintenance faster and less
expensive. Also, Hypertherm’s Seal Maintenance Technology helps
to keep the top deck and shopfloor free of oil and water.
■ The Mach 100, said to be a cost-effective and versatile waterjet
machine from Flow (https://is.gd/icifag), will be available early this
year. Mach 100 features many of same components as Flow’s
premium cutting solutions. With robust cutting capabilities and a
programmable Z-axis for added flexibility, the Mach 100 will be
available in multiple sizes, with optional cutting accessories and a
variety of pump choices.
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SUBCONTRACTING IMPROVING SERVICES

Citizen Cincom
L20-VIIILFV working
zone at NDB Engineering

Swarf is kept under
control by using Citizen
Cincom L20-VIIILFV

Buying into
long-term growth
NDB Engineering likes Citizen; Takisawa Japan tech suits MJB Precision Engineering; Quaser 5-axis is
favourite with Wilson Manufacturing; MKB Precision opts for XYZ heavy duty VMC; Faro metrology boosts
Sarginsons’ casting efforts. Steed Webzell has more

W

illenhall-based NDB Engineering, a
specialist subcontract fastener
machining business, has spent
£500,000 in the past 12 months on the
latest turn-milling technology from Citizen
Machinery UK (https://is.gd/sileﬁ). This
budgeted spend, funded through Citizen’s
tailored finance package, covered two Citizen
Cincom L20-VIIILFV sliding-head turn-mill
centres and a Miyano BNE-51MSY fixed-head
turn-mill centre, plus Citizen’s Alkart CNC
Wizard programming aid, all of which now
form a critical part of the company’s future
business strategy.
Says managing director Andy Williams:
“These machine installations have saved us
having to seek outside help to satisfy our
growing order book, as we were very
concerned about loss of direct control,
especially over quality, if we used
subcontractors.”
Joint director Rebecca Dainter adds that,
over the previous 15 years, the company had
installed sliding-head machines, but swarf
control proved a constant headache.
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“It restricted output and, without care, could
easily degrade quality and decimate our ideal
productivity targets,” she says.
She follows on to reveal how, when
Citizen’s Low Frequency Vibration (LFV)
technology became available, the company
immediately saw the potential to bring greater
security and control during the machining of
difficult materials. “Swarf nesting problems
have disappeared. In addition, we have
improved our productivity by having the
confidence to run unmanned.”
Maintaining the turning theme, investment
is also high in gantry-loaded machines, as
evidenced at Dorset-based MJB Precision
Engineering, which was founded by Mark
Bevan 25 years ago. Much of the turning/
turn-mill capacity at MJB is accompanied by
gantry loaders, including a pair of Takisawa
Japan turning centres.
“In the past we have, on occasions,
invested in what are best described as ‘quickfix’ machines; machines of relatively low
cost,” explains Bevan. “However, in terms of
machine purchase, you get what you pay for.”
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The two Takisawa Japan machines,
supplied by TW Ward CNC Machinery (https://
is.gd/ﬁdivu), are a case in point. “From
experience, we know that Takisawa machines
are well-built and very reliable, and it was
these factors that made machine selection
an easy choice,” says Bevan. “The machines
were initially purchased to satisfy specific
machining tasks including, in one case, the
manufacture of an aircraft power component
that is produced in batches of 50 to 100-off.
But such is their flexibility in terms of spindle
operation and capacity – the newer machine,
the TCC1100GA with 6” chuck, can
accommodate workpiece diameters and
lengths of 220 and 171 mm – they are ideal
for additional new work.”
Moving to prismatic machining,
Hampshire-based machining specialist Wilson
Manufacturing has purchased a Quaser
MF400UH 5-axis machining centre from the
Engineering Technology Group (https://is.gd/
ulufay) to complete a £310,000 investment
drive. The acquisition, which complements
the earlier addition of a mill-turn centre, will
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Wilson’s director, Andy Wilson, in
front of the new Quaser
help the company improve lead times and
drive efficiencies.
Wilson Manufacturing, which supplies
precision parts into the aerospace, marine,
medial and oil and gas sectors, will use its
400 diameter by 300 mm high part size
Quaser MF400UH to increase capacity, boost
quality and reduce set-up times. The move
marks a successful year for the Ringwoodbased company, which has seen it create two
news jobs and increase sales by 25%, putting
the business on course for a £1.35 million
turnover.
“We discussed our requirements with ETG
and they spent a lot of time getting to
understand our processes and the parts we
make,” explains director Andy Wilson. “This
was crucial in providing a complete picture of
where we wanted to go and led to them
suggesting the Quaser MF400UH. The
control, spindle speed and ability to machine
multiple faces of complex parts have been
game changers; in some instances we have
improved cycle time by 30%.
“This makes us a lot more competitive
and, at a time when speed-to-market is
crucial, gives us another USP when exploring

new business opportunities.”
Also boosting its milling capability in
recent months is Essex-based MKB
Precision Engineering, which to suit new
customers in the power transmission and
machine building sectors, invested in larger
vertical machining capacity in the form of
an XYZ 1100 HD machining centre from
XYZ Machine Tools (https://is.gd/kufaha).

LARGE-CAPACITY INVESTMENT
“While we had our XYZ SMX 5000
ProtoTRAK bed mill, part-exchanging that for
the XYZ 1100 HD was a natural
progression, while the addition of
toolchanging capacity and fully enclosed
guarding allowed us to maximise
productivity,” says Ken Barnard, founder of
the Great Dunmow-based business.
The choice of the 1,200 by 600 mm
table XYZ 1100 HD was based on the
positive experience that MKB Precision had
with its smaller XYZ 710 VMCs. These have
run without fault from the day they were
installed, with the box slideway design
allowing maximum metal removal rates.
“When we saw the carcass of the XYZ

1100 HD at MACH 2018, it gave us the
confidence that this larger machine would
perform in much the same way,” says
Barnard. “And, with the XYZ 1100 HD
having the same Siemens 828 D control
featuring ShopMill conversational software,
it is straightforward to transfer work from
one machine to another.”
Investment levels are also high in the
latest metrology innovations, as evidenced
at Coventry-based Sarginsons. This
specialist in lightweight castings has
ploughed £125,000 into the purchases of
several products that will enhance its
control and measurement processes.
Among the acquisitions is a Quantum 3D
scanner from Faro (https://is.gd/ucivug) that
will improve the company’s metrology
capabilities when inspecting tools and
components. In addition, four engineers are
now being trained to use PolyWorks
Software, which supports the scanner.
Sarginsons was assisted in the purchase of
the scanning equipment by an ERDF grant
through Coventry City Council.
Anthony Evans, managing director of
Sarginsons, says the company continues to
drive forward with its growth: “We
understand that to work for clients such as
Jaguar Land Rover and other major
manufacturers, we must continue investing
in everything we do, and that’s why we have
spent another six figures on new
technology. The Faro scanner allows us to
check our processes in greater detail and,
because of its portability, we can do that at
our HQ or carry out checks at the client.” ■

Subcontracting news in brief
■ Birmingham-based Precision Micro, a photochemical etching
company, has rebranded following its recent management buyout
(MBO). The newly created branding will reflect the role that the
company’s technology plays in creating a “better today”, enabling
customers to make medical devices used in life-saving operations,
components used in more fuel-efficient and cleaner vehicles, and
computer chips that facilitate modern-day communication. The
“better today” message reflects the vital role that the company’s
services play in improving the daily lives of people.
https://is.gd/jagaho
■ Subcon 2019 will be co-located with The Engineer Expo and
Advanced Manufacturing when it takes place at the Birmingham NEC
on 4-6 June. Over three days, the trio of exhibitions will showcase
complete manufacturing solutions, from design, prototyping and
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development, through contract and subcontract products and
services, to machine tools, systems and equipment. Together, the
shows will provide an event that will enable visitors to not only save
time sourcing new partners, but get ahead of the competition with
newly developed technologies and services. https://is.gd/doxoye
■ Family-run engineering firm KMF Group has been bought out by its
founding family with the backing of a seven-figure funding package
from HSBC UK, almost 50 years after the company was established.
The MBO sees founding director Michael Higgins, and sons Gareth
and Daniel, who have worked at the business for a combined 85
years, take full ownership of KMF. Working with HSBC UK, the
Higgins family secured the MBO after the group’s former co-owner,
Dacoll Enterprises Ltd, sought to sell its 50% stake.
https://is.gd/koluka
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CLEANING & DEGREASING NO LOST PROFITS IN THE WASH

Automotive
sector sparkles
Steed Webzell looks at common degreasing applications in the
automotive industry, reviewing some of the latest installations

L

ike many manufacturing companies in
the automotive supply chain, Ryobi
Aluminium Castings (UK) Ltd requires
the highest levels of cleanliness in its
production, in this case involving oil pans for
an international luxury vehicle manufacturer.
Needing to increase production levels
without compromising quality necessitated a
new parts washing system at Ryobi’s
manufacturing facility in Carrickfergus,
Northern Ireland, so the company turned to
MecWash Systems (https://is.gd/tutero) for
the solution.
Ensuring Ryobi’s customer’s
requirements were surpassed, MecWash
considered the size, weight and shape of the
final product when assessing the optimum
cleaning solution. In addition to the levels of
cleanliness required, the Ryobi die-casting
process involved robotic loading and
unloading systems, so the MecWash
solution had to be fully integrated.
“There was no room for complacency;
we had to ensure the end product was
leaving Ryobi’s manufacturing facility with
cleanliness levels surpassing its own
customer’s requirements,” states Paul
Jarratt, sales manager at MecWash. “Most
manufacturers and their clients require
cleanliness levels with particles under 500
micron almost as standard nowadays. In the
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case of Ryobi, its high cleanliness
specifications and the need for a faster
process time, meant our Solo parts cleaning
system would sit perfectly within the
process.”
The Solo provides rotational washing,
mist rinsing and hot air drying in a compact
footprint, which in the case of Ryobi meant it
would fit neatly within the manufacturing
process.
“We provided two Solo machines and a
stand-alone vacuum chamber to clean and
dry the oil pan products,” says Jarratt.
“Working with our in-house chemist and
laboratory, we also ensured that the
detergents used in the process matched
requirements.”

SOLVENT REPLACES AQUEOUS
The story of investment overcoming
challenges is similar at another UK
automotive company, ATP Industries Group,
a transmissions remanufacturer. By
changing from an aqueous cleaning process
with numerous manual interventions to fully
automatic cleaning in three closed systems
using non-halogenated hydrocarbons, ATP
Industries has not only managed to boost
product quality but yielded substantial
improvements in cost efficiency, working
conditions and sustainability.
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MecWash Solo machines
provide rotational
washing, mist rinsing and
hot air drying

Based in Cannock Wood, Staffordshire,
ATP has evolved into Europe’s largest
independent remanufacturer of automatic
and manual transmissions, transfer boxes
and other mechanical and mechatronic
drivetrain components for cars and offhighway vehicles.
All components of a reconditioned unit
must be like new, both technically and
visually. To achieve this objective, the
incoming transmissions and components
are initially cleaned and disassembled by
hand. Next, the individual parts, made of
aluminium, steel, cast iron, plastics and
other materials, were previously pre-cleaned
with brushes and a solvent at dedicated
cleaning stations in order to remove oils,
greases, carbon deposits and road dirt. Any
foreign matter still adhering to the parts was
removed in simple, semi-automatic washers
using an aqueous medium, before the parts
were dried manually with compressed air.
This was proving to be a very time- and
labour-consuming workflow. Moreover,
around 20% of all cleaned parts were
rejected as not clean enough and had to
pass through the cleaning process again.
To remedy the situation, ATP performed a
series of cleaning trials at the UK test centre
of Ecoclean (https://is.gd/jaboqu). The
results were so impressive that an order
was placed for two EcoCcore solvent-based
cleaning systems, which are run with a nonhalogenated hydrocarbon at ATP. Operating
under full vacuum, the systems features a
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A Turbex Java has cut cleaning cycles at
an auto transmission plant
built-in distiller plus full-flow and bypass
filtration for continuous solvent life and low
consumption.
The cleaning cycle at ATP takes between
six and 14 minutes to complete, which
means the company can now clean 65
baskets per shift in each system, with just
one operator in attendance. Before, the
company needed between eight and 10
operators to clean the same volume of
parts.
EcoCcore machines feature ultrasonic
devices in addition to the standard injection
flood wash system. Ultrasound and filtration

can be used simultaneously, while the
volumetric flow rate is frequency-controlled.
Particles are thus discharged concurrently as
cleaning proceeds and cannot settle in the
work chamber. The company checks its
cleaning quality by gravimetric tests once
every week. With the EcoCcore, ATP has
been achieving approximately 30% better
results on a consistent basis.
Since the arrival of the EcoCCore
machines, ATP has invested in an EcoCbase
model, which is likewise equipped with two
fluid tanks plus ultrasonic cleaning, and
operates with a hydrocarbon cleaning
medium. The throughput of this machine
amounts to 35 to 40 baskets per shift.
Turbex (https://is.gd/decazi) also reports
providing an optimised solution to a UK
automotive transmissions specialist, this
time in the form of a Java aqueous washing
and drying machine. The investment has
resulted in a three-fold reduction in the time
taken to prepare steel components for heat
treatment. A basket of, say, 30 parts can
now be processed in typically 15 minutes,
whereas previously the same job took about
45 minutes.
The reason for the former lengthy process
was due to legislation in 2016 banning the
use of trichloroethylene in non-hermetically
sealed systems. This change required the
transmissions manufacturer to switch to
another solvent, methylene chloride, which
turned out to be less effective at removing
coolant residue from machined components,
due to an inferior vapour-only cycle.
If any trace of coolant remains, it can
cause passivation masking during
subsequent heat treatment, which in turn
means the component has to be scrapped.

In contrast, the Turbex Java is able to wash
and degrease parts reliably to a high level of
cleanliness before heat treatment. It is now
no longer necessary to use the vapour
cabinet at all. Large time savings have
resulted, especially when processing dozens
of complex parts with intricate machined
features, as they can now be batch-cleaned
automatically in one basket.
The improvement has been dramatic
since installation of the Turbex machine,
which allows batches of up to 40 parts to be
processed in modular stainless steel
baskets. Trials were carried out at the
supplier’s technical centre to help identify
the type of detergent (with corrosion
inhibitor) and its concentration (fairly low to
avoid staining) that would best remove
coolant residue.
The machine is so efficient that pre-heat
treatment cleaning is no longer a bottleneck
at the factory, even though every component
now goes through the aqueous process.
A meticulously consistent finish is routinely
achieved in a fraction of the time previously
needed with solvent and manual blasting.
The Turbex system comprises two tanks,
one for spray or flood washing in the
presence of ultrasonics, followed by rinsing
in RO (reverse osmosis) water. A patented
feature of the machine is the ability to
program the basket and spray bars to
counter rotate, amplifying the cleaning effect
and improving penetration of the water into
difficult-to-reach areas.
Drying completes the process, either with
hot air at ambient pressure for general use,
or by pulling a vacuum for more complex
parts. Inclusion of the latter only extends the
cycle time by around five minutes. ■

Compact aqueous parts washer
Aimed at entry-level users, a compact washing machine has been
introduced by Turbex for the cleaning of industrial components.
Employing aqueous technology for the cleaning process, the
inexpensive Pura is a general-purpose, single-tank spray washer
with construction and programming attributes that have been
simplified to the essentials.
The machine is now the smallest in a range of six machines,
half of which also have the capability to flood wash components.
All models incorporate a patented system whereby the basket
holding the parts can be programmed to rotate in the same or
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opposite direction as the rotating spray nozzles. For some
applications, the latter action increases the effectiveness of
washing, especially when processing complex components. Parts
are subsequently dried by a hot air impulse blower.
Pura is said to be both functional and simple to operate; the
standard wash program being designed so that it can be used by
anyone. The equipment supports uncomplicated handling and a
kit that includes a 471 by 321 by 200 mm basket. A cleaning
agent is also supplied, making it easy for users to get started
with the system. https://is.gd/lihiru
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WORKHOLDING & ACCESSORIES MACHINE SHOPS HOLD FIRM

From vices and chucks, through
to robot grippers, whatever the
workholding challenge, there is
an innovation that can help,
as Steed Webzell discovers

W

orking in the high speed, high
pressure environment of
motorsport, West Sussex-based
Nova Racing Transmissions is constantly up
against tight deadlines. With customers
ranging from teams in the World and British
Superbike championships, down to club
level racers producing parts, on-time delivery
is vital. For this reason, the company has
turned to tooling partner Ceratizit UK &
Ireland (https://is.gd/tovaso) and its WNT
brand to deliver improved performance
across its machining activities, particularly
the manufacture of gear selector forks.
The most recent development is the
introduction of WNT’s ZSG4 centric vices,
along with its MNG zero-point location
system, which are used on the machine bed
of the company’s XYZ 710 VMC HD (https://
is.gd/kufaha) and on the machine’s fourthaxis unit. As a result, one complete selector
fork can be produced every cycle from a raw
billet. The newly devised process delivers
time savings, with set-up times halved, as
well as improved quality and consistency.
“The speed at which we can now set up
for any part is a significant advantage; we
can swap vices over quickly in the knowledge
A jaw being removed from a Kitagawa
QJR quick-change chuck
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The WNT MNG
on the 4th axis at Nova

Gift of the grab
that the datum is a known dimension, so we
can rapidly get back to machining,” explains
Daniel Vaughan, manager at Nova Racing
Transmissions.
As part of the process, Nova Racing
Transmissions called on the expertise of
Ceratizit, which looked at the entire
manufacturing method for the selector forks.
These parts were originally produced from
round bar, which required an initial turning
operation. By switching to square section
material, this operation was eliminated,
saving cycle time and releasing capacity on
the turning section.
“Typically we could process 65 selector
forks using the lathe for the first operation –
eliminating this work has released capacity
to turn enough gears to produce the
equivalent of 10 gearboxes a day, all of
which reduces pressure on deliveries to
customers,” says Vaughan.
The opportunity to make savings, become
more competitive and increase profit
margins, is of course a primary driver across
all machining operations, including turning.
Here, 1st Machine Tool Accessories (https://
is.gd/wexohi) is advising that a quick-change
chuck has the ability to eliminate a majority
of the time wasted when changing jaws on a
conventional chuck, decreasing the delay
between the end of op 1 and the beginning
of op 2 by as much as 90%. Instead of
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wasting 20 minutes, changeover typically
takes just two minutes. The company has
produced a cost calculation based on the
use of a Kitagawa QJR (Quick Jaw Release)
chuck, in support of its claims.
1st MTA’s quick-change process relies on
three soft jaws (machined for securing a
specific component) remaining attached to
their respective base jaw counterparts. Sets
of these assemblies can be tightened and
released quickly, using a manual key,
allowing them to slide in and out of a chuck
with minimal delay. The solution also
ensures that runout is kept within 10 micron
of the original TIR.
As an illustration of the possible monetary
savings, 1st MTA has prepared a cost
comparison that shows return on investment
in a very short time. The hypothetical
illustration is based on the use of a QJR10,
a 254 mm quick change, three-jaw, throughhole power chuck with five sets of standard
metric quick-change jaws plus soft jaws,
which costs £6,124. This chuck
interchanges directly with a Kitagawa BB
210 large bore chuck, priced at £2,177,
featuring five sets of jaws, with which the
comparison is made.
The average time saved when exchanging
jaws on the QJR chuck instead of the BB
chuck is 15 minutes. Based on three setups per day and an estimated machining
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The contour of these
gripper ﬁngers was generated
automatically via Schunk eGrip, based
on component STEP data

cost of £60 per hour, the daily cost saving
for the three changeovers is £45. The
difference in purchase price between the
two chucks is £3,947. At £45 saving per
day, the time required to break even is
slightly less than 88 days. On this basis, the
total saving by the end of the first year is
£12,478, after which the annual saving is
£16,425.
Of course, workholding is not all about
machine tools. The field of grippers for robot
arms has gained notable attention in recent
years. Among those taking advantage of the

latest developments in this area is Coburg,
Germany-based automotive supplier ROS,
which is now using additively-manufactured
gripper fingers from Schunk (https://is.gd/
nuyevi).
Using Schunk’s intelligent web tool,
eGrip, just a few clicks are needed to upload
component STEP or STL data, design the
finger and trigger, then order additivelymanufactured grippers. What sounds simple
in theory is apparently also simple in
practice. Christopher Lamprecht, production
planner at automotive supplier ROS in

Coburg, comes to this conclusion: “With just
a little bit of background information on
CAD, the program is very easy to use. It is
ultimately a great modular design. You
upload the STEP model, align it in the X, Y
and Z directions, rotate the part how you
want to grip it and the fingers are adjusted
automatically.”
Schunk’s eGrip can effectively be
compared to an online photo service. The
operator configures the required gripper
fingers by means of a few specifications as
regards to material, gripper type, installation
position and finger length. Once this basic
information has been entered, the online tool
shows the delivery date and exact price.
Upon changing the material, the price
changes automatically, making it very easy to
compare the cost of available materials with
one another.
ROS is extremely open to technologies
like eGrip. In two assembly plants run by a
Bavarian car maker, the company used the
potential of the 3D design tool for the first
time. Within two weeks, the gripper fingers
were on Lamprecht’s table – additively
manufactured – complete with the contour
specified by him.
“All in all, the online tool has saved a
great deal of work in device construction,”
he concludes. “From developing the idea, to
the first tests, milling operations and coordination, two days would certainly have
been needed. However, with eGRIP, the
effort was half an hour maximum.” ■

Latest workholding product news in brief
■ The MASA range of Microconic workholding systems for the subspindle clamping of small workpieces in sliding-head lathes, such as
those manufactured by Tornos, Citizen and Star, has been extended.
Previously, the system was only available for F20 and F25 style
collets. However, MASA has extended this line-up to add the F37
(1536E) cartridge for 32 mm diameter capacity machines, as well as
the F20-201 (136E) system that is specific to Tornos machines.
Availability in the UK is via Floyd Automatic Tooling.
https://is.gd/arajof
■ Röhm has released its Duro-A RC power chuck. The chuck reduces
set-up times as it allows jaws to be adjusted, reversed or swapped
out in just 50 seconds. The Duro-A RC’s steel body has a compact
design, with an overall height that is lowered by 14%, while weight
has been reduced against the previous generation chuck by 17%.
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These two factors provide additional machining clearance and energy
savings respectively. Diameters from 11 to 351 mm can be
machined. Röhm is offering its customers a three-year warranty on
the chuck, which has an entry price of €2,995. https://is.gd/huwota
■ A newly developed vice with intelligent sensors that facilitate the
safe clamping of workpieces on machine tools, as well as real-time
production monitoring, has been developed by Roemheld (https://
is.gd/nobupe). The HPC machine vice can be operated intuitively via
an associated app. HPC incorporates electronics that measure
clamping forces in real time and compare them with pre-set target
and limit values. The results are transmitted wirelessly to stationary
or mobile receivers on which the associated Hilma Process Control
app is installed. Measurements take half a second and detected
changes in clamping force are from 50 N.
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RMT Air Toggle Presses are
designed for reliable high
speed piercing, forming,
cutting, trimming,
coining and assembly
operations.
They combine
efficient air operation,
rugged construction
and reliable safety
features to provide top
value compared to
small hydraulic or air
clutch presses.
Wide range of sizes is available to suit
every application – 10 standard models
ranging from 3 to 20 tons.

HILTON ROAD, COBBS WOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
ASHFORD, KENT TN23 1EW
Tel: Ashford (01233) 631554 Fax: (01233) 631888
Web: www.mjallen.co.uk E-mail: sales@mjallen.co.uk
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Joe Opitz on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: joe.opitz@markallengroup.com

Cleaning & Degreasing

CNC Training/Programming

CNC SOLUTIONS UK

Deep Hole Drilling

www.mollart.com

Training & Application Specialists in
Fanuc, Heidenhain, Siemens & Fagor

In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Precision Cleaning

% 07977 290044

W: www.cnc-solutions-uk.co.uk
E: Sales@cnc-solutions-uk.co.uk

FOR THE HOLE SUBCONTRACT SOLUTION
Precision deep hole drilling from
0.5 - 80 mm dia. x 3 metres deep

01420 544909

• Off-centre and multi-bore capability
• Gun drilling as small as 0.5 mm
• Thin-wall expertise
• Added value turning and milling

sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

GARDNER
C.N.C.
Supplying unrivalled CNC
training & applications
support for over 30 years

Deep Hole Drilling

4 CNC Training on all CNC controls

Mollart Surrey - Neil Anderson 0208 391 2282
Mollart South Wales – Wayne Thomas 01639 711144

EDM

4 CNC Programming for all machines

Measuring Equipment

4 CAM, DNC & Verification software
4 Independent, unbiased advice

t: 01926 614882 f: 01926 614884
e: info@gardner-cnc.co.uk
w: www.gardner-cnc.co.uk

CNC Machining/Services

Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.

SALES

Visit our website for a large
selection of high quality
used wire erosion and spark erosion machines.

SPARES & ACCESSORIES

New and used spares and accessories always available.
Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
Email

EDM SALES & SERVICES
T: +44 (0)1594 826779 F: +44 (0)1594 826748
E: sales@edm.co.uk W: www.edm.co.uk

www.subcondrilling.co.uk
• Small-Medium batches
• CNC Milling
• CNC Turning
• Grinding
• Metal and Plastic
• Assembly
ISO 9001:2008 Accreditation

Tel: +44(0)1604 671 251
Email: sales@hillsideadr.co.uk
Web: www.hillsideadr.com

For all the latest
news, follow us
on twitter
@Machinerytweets

Honing

TBT
UK LIMITED

PRECISION DEEP HOLE DRILLING

• Deep hole drilling machines in
standard and special design
• Gun drills and accessories
• Deep hole drilling units and coolant
systems
Probably
the largest
• Subcontract deep hole
stock of
gundrills in
drilling service
the UK
• Spares and service for
TBT, GKT and SIG machines
TBT UK Limited, Gorsey Lane,
Coleshill, Birmingham B46 1JU
Tel: 01675 433250 • Fax: 01675 433260
Email: info@tbtuk.com

Subcontract Services

Specialists in Machining &
Gear Cutting
• 5 Axis CNC Machined Parts
• Precision Gears up to 600mm
• Ground Gears up to 400mm
• Gear Racks up to 3 metres long
For your subcontract machining and gear
cutting requirements contact us today:

T: +44 (0) 161 432 0222
E: enquiries@minigears.co.uk

www.minigears.co.uk

Precision Cleaning
Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.
Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
Email

www.subcondrilling.co.uk

Final Cleaning
In-process Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Spraywash

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Joe Opitz on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: joe.opitz@markallengroup.com

Ultrasonic Cleaning

Spindle Repair

Precision Spindle
Rebuilding
We offer a complete rebuild
service of:
• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.
For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD
Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,
Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS
Tel: 02476 366503 Fax: 02476 361979
Email: will@technovaprecision.com
Web: www.technovaprecision.com

SPINDLE REBUILD
AND REPAIR

In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Spraywash
Ultrasonics

•

01420 544909

SPINDLE TYPES

•
•
•
•
•
•

CNC Machining
Centres
CNC Lathes
Grinders
Boring Heads
Head Stocks
Tail Stocks
Conventional Machine Tools etc.

Spraywash

In-process Cleaning • Final Cleaning
Degreasing • Phosphate Coating
Rust/Paint Removal

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

HAINBUCH is a world leader in the design
and manufacturing of extremely precise
and exceptionally rigid work holding
solutions. We specialize in difficult
applications yielding exceptional results.

sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

Call: +44 [0] 1543 478710

Click: www.hainbuch.com

Vacuums and coolant filtration
/ SUPPORTING
MANUFACTURING
SINCE 1962 /

GET
BETTER
RESULTS
/ IMPROVE YOUR MACHINING AND CLEANING
PROCESS. FIND OUT HOW WITH YOUR FREE ON
SITE DEMONSTRATION /
01386 561113
FREDDY-PRODUCTS.CO.UK

March scheduled features
• EDM & ECM
• Sawing & steelworking
• Grinding, honing & surface finishing
• Tooling • Coolants, cutting oils
• CADCAM & production IT
• Medical • Heavy engineering

Wanted Machine Tools

Workholding

Wanted Welding Plant

TIME TO SELL
Welding Equipment
CNC Plasma Cutters
Positioning Machinery
Old stock or surplus used plant
Top prices paid and no
messing around!
T: +44 (0)116 2983631
E: purchasing@westermans.com
W: westermans.com
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this month

Start-to-ﬁnish automation; quality organisation has government backing;
large bars for small lathes; another low-cost VMC; Landis Lund’s new home; British
machine tool industry looks to positive future; 600 Group has plans

february1994
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Honda sells
20% Rover
Group stake
to BMW, who
now owns it
100%

centres are big news at this time and Fadal, through UK agent of the
time Yamazen, has introduced a model that is priced at £28,950
(about £55,000 today). We have news from an established British
machine tool maker, Landis Lund, a camshaft and crankshaft
grinding machine specialist, whose machine tool making roots are in
1904. Its parent company of the time, Litton Industries, has split
and created a new company, Weston Atlas, that will be Landis
Lund’s new home. A new machine that will offset declining engine
production-related orders is promised – today the company is part of
French engineering giant Fives.
In feature articles this month, after the early nineties’ recession,
we interview various British machine tool industry executives,
following predictions of a return to growth this year. In a nine-page
article, we carry a number of upbeat reports on the industry of the
day, with companies revealing latest initiatives and products.
In a separate article, we look at BSA Tools, which purchased the
Matrix Churchill CNC lathe product range in 1993 and then the
Winchester CNC multi-slide auto machine design from Slack & Parr.
The latter is considered a very apposite purchase, as there is a large
global user base for BSA cam-driven automatics. But these hopes
are not fulfilled. BSA Tools became BSA Machine Tools but went into
administration in 2015 with elements of the business bought by UK
machine tool builder the Machine Tool Technology Group (MTTG),
athough a rump, BSA Tools, also operates today.
We also visit 600 Lathes (Colchester Machine Tool Solutions
today), which, after three years of downsizing, has a forward-looking
plan; it will be one of many plans for the company over coming
years, whose latest change of name and focus came last year.
Elsewhere, picking up the theme of quality, we have a feature
that looks at the benefits of using on-machine probing, other articles
cover: rebuilding, sheet metalworking (still more punching than
profiling at this time) and Hardinge’s US operation – the company
has just introduced three CNC sliding-head models (designs licensed
from Japan’s Tsugami). ■

▼ ▼
US F-16s shoot down
four Serbian J-21s over
Bosnia & Herzegovina:
no-fly violation

Mortar
bomb explodes
in main market
square Sarajevo;
68 dead, 200 wounded

▼

English singer
Harry Styles born

▼

English film
director
Derek
Jarman
dies
PA

▼

PA

Edvard Munch’s
painting The
Scream stolen in
Oslo (recovered
May 7)

PA

▼
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T

he first issue this month has the shortlisted entries for the
Machinery Awards. One entry, at Ultra Hydraulics,
demonstrated automation from design through to
manufacture. Modularisation of engineering drawings sees
automatic generation of new component drawings and their related
parameter files. The latter are fed into CNC-held NC macro programs,
having been automatically extracted from a production schedule. The
machining centres, turning centres and grinding centres that make
parts all have zero machine set-up time, due variously to fully tooled
magazines/turrets, off-machine pallet set-up, generic fixturing, onmachine probing and magazine bar loaders. Such a system would
look modern today.
In the second issue of the month, we celebrate the
establishment of the government- and industry-backed British Quality
Foundation and its awarding of the UK Quality Award (now the UK
Excellence). The organisation has been set up to promote total
quality in organisations of all shapes and sizes in the UK. Improving
quality is a key concern of the time. Today, the BQF promotes the
European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM), the source of
the most widely used continuous improvement tool in the world. The
more recently established SC21 aerospace programme also
employs the EFQM model in its work.
In news this month, we carry an article about the
showing by Yamazaki Mazak of a novel system that
can employ large diameter bar stock to feed a
chucking lathe of smaller bar capacity. Called
Cut Feeder, the demonstrated model can
handle 80 mm diameter bar. It cuts it into
smaller lengths by employing a rotating
twin-tipped parting-off blade and then
places these billets into a machine’s
work envelope where the chuck can
then be fed with these.
Low-cost vertical machining
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